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by SCOTT DAMELIN
The Tufts Community Union Senate will be conducting
elections early next semester to
fill the positions created by the

John Barrett, Professor Ioannis Miaoulis, and Joseph Lipman
after their regional victory last year.

Engineers Win
National Competition
by LAUREN KEEFE
Two former Tufts students
placed first in a nationalcompetition of student chapters of the
American Society of Mechanical Engineers, Associate Professor Ioannis Miaoulis announced last week.
The two students, John Barrett I11and Joseph Lipman, who
both graduated last year, placed
first in the regional level of the
competition last spring. That
victory entitled them to an all
expensespaid trip to Chicago to
participate in the Old Guard
Contest, which is the national
level of the competition.
This was the first time Tufts
has placed first at the national
level, although it has placed in

the nationalsseveral timessince
theconteststartedin 1933.Tufts
placed nationally last in 1986,
and Miaoulis, who is a Tufts
graduate, won the regional
competition for the school in
1983.
Miaoulissaid that 13schools
participated in the national
Competition, but thatover 1,000
schools began in the regional
competition.The students’ presentation was entitled “A Novel
Technique for Developing Thick
Superconducting Films.”
Miaoulis explained that the
study examines methods for
reducing the amount of heat
produced while a current is being
conducted.

Sophomore Mike Bromley
submitted his resignation one
month ago and freshmanCourtney Jenkins resigned nearly three
weeks ago, according to
Schwartz.
Bromley cited other commitments as the main cause behind
his resignation.
“I was involved in too many
things and didn’t have the time
to do everything. I was also
involved with the TCB [Tufts
Center Board] and LCS [Leonard Carmichael Society],”
Bromley said.
Schwartz said that Bromley,
who was on the Senate Services
Committee and is the chair of
the Special Events Committee
of the TCB, realized that the
time commitment was too much.
“He has a tough schedule
and realized that he had to establish priorities and he did,”
Schwartz said.
Jenkins said that he had a
difficult schedule as a freshman
and simply did not have the
time to fulfill his Senateduties.
He served on the Education

’*
Discrimination Debate Continues
by LAUREN KEEFE

The faculty of Arts and Sciences today will continue to
debate the recommendations set
forth by the Ad Hoc Committee
on Institutional Policy.
Although lengthy discussions
usually take place before the
faculty decides on any recommendations, these recommendations, because of their controversial nature, have already
taken two full faculty meetings
and will most likely require
further discussionsnext semester.
A special meeting for discussions of these recommendations was held on November 7.
At that meeting, four of the 19

see WINNERS, page

recommendations were discussed and approved by a straw
poll. After the meeting, Academic Vice President Robert
Rotberg predicted that discussions would last throughout
several meetings.
Committee Chair Professor
Marilyn Glater said that although
she wished discussions were
going faster, she did not feel
that delays were a sign of opposition.
Women’s Programs Coordinator Peggy Barrett, a committee member, stressedthat extensivediscussionsoftheserecommendations were necessary since
the facultywas not familiarwith
the issues.
‘‘A lot of things were brought
up by the report. The recommendations should take a long
time to go through. The faculty
is not familiar with the issues.
They are reacting as if they [the
recommendations]were talking
about individual acts... its worthwhile for the faculty to take a
long time,” Barrett said.
In fact, the difference be-

tween individual acts of discrimination and institutional
discrimination has served as a
see FACULTY, page 12

Committee during his Senate
term.
“Basically, the Senate is a
really good thing, but I didn’t
have the time. I missed two
Sunday meetings and a couple
of Education Committee meetings,’’ Jenkins said.
Schwartz said that Jenkins
realized that the Senate “was
not the thing he wanted- to do,”
-

probably also be a referendum
question coinciding with the
elections,asking whether or not
the cultural representatives on
the Senate should have voting
power.
“We’re still working on it,
trying to get everything together
in one election because it saves
us a lot of money to do everything at once,” Schwartz said.

Divestment Speakers
to Be Selected
by DAVID SPIELMAN

The Tufts Community Union Senate plans to appoint two
studentsto address the Board of
Trustees’ Administration and
FinanceCommittee meeting on
January 17 on the issue of divestment, following the procedure stated in a memorandum
released by the trustees last week.
Other campus groups are also
expected to submitletters to the
trustees expressing their views
on Tufts’ divestment from
companies doing business in
South Africa.
Accordingto Billy Jacobsen,
an organizer of the Stop Investment in Racism campaign and
Senate vice president, the Senate will appoint students Pat
Keenan and Dan Feldman, an-

Freshman Joe McMann wheels through the Colby defense for
a hoop in Friday night’s Men’s Basketball season opener in
Cousens. Despite McMann’s team-high 19 points, though, the
Jumboslost to Colby, 106-79. (See story, page 11.)

trustees on January 17.
Keenan and Feldman are also
organizers of the “Stop Investment in Racism” campaign.
Jacobson said that the other
’ members of the campaign will
help Keenan and Feldman prepare for the presentation and
assist in research.
Preparations will be made
over the winter vacation and the
group will also submit letters to
the trustees arguing in favor of
divestment by the January 6
deadline stated in the memorandum, according to Feldman.
Jacobson added that “we have
been in contact with a number
of groups who have said they
will send letters to the trustees”
on divestment,but did not identify the groups. Jacobson also
expects a number of responses
from individual students.
Theseplans comply with the
procedure outlined in a memorandum from the trustees inviting students to provide input on
the divestment issue.
The memorandum asks
“interested groups and individuals” to present written papers
commenting or adding to a statement issued by President Jean
Mayer, which discussed the pros
and cons of divestment.
The memorandum also asked
for student representatives,one
from each graduate school of
the University and two representativesfrom the undergraduate schools appointed by the
Senate, to express their views
on divesunentatthe January 17
meeting.
Theportion of the meeting
when the studentswill state their
views on divestment will be open
see SENATE, page 16
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T-shirt Punishment Hypocritical
To the Editor:
We would like to shed some
light on a relevant hypocrisy
that is going on unnoted throughout the Tufts campus. In response to Associate Dean of
Students Bruce Reitman’s disciplinary decision against theTshirt vendor, we would like to
relate an incident that occured
in front of 300 impressionable
freshmen on October 17, 1988.
On this date, a lecture for the
Perspectivesprogram was given
by various membersof theTufts
faculty comparing campus life
during the60s. Reitman,aTufts
graduate of the 60s, explained
that the Tufts Student Handbook stated that when a female

Y
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was present in a male’s room,
three feet had to be on the floor
at all times. History Professor
Gerald Gill retorted, to emphasize the stringent rules at allmale Lafayette College, that
“We had to have four feet on
the floor! ” In a failed attempt at
humor, Reitman responded,
“Frankly, Gerald, that scares
me since you went to an allmale school.”
The crowd of freshmen, who
had been through numerous
diversity lectures enforced by
the so-called tolerant Administration, were attuned to this
obviously antihomosexual remark, and began chanting
“Homophobe! Homophobe!”

In Defense of the Press
To the Editor:
I wish I could thinkof a word
more powerful than “hypocrisy”
to describe the letter from J.
Alex Schwartz and Jonathan
Ginsberg criticizing the Daily’s
coverage of Media Advisory
Board (“Questioning the Role
of Campus Media,” 12/1/88)..
First, SchwartzandGinsberg
state that issues discussed at the
Media Advisory Board “are truly
internal and affkct only the people
involved with themedia, i.e. the
writers and editors...”
As the Primary Source’s recent inaccurate and unprofessional attack on Tufts Democrats President Jon Chernow
demonstrates, these issues in-

volve much more than just the
writers and editors of campus
newspapers. Is the campus media
to be immune from public discussion of its mistakes?
Second, Schwartz and
Ginsberg complain about the
needless newspaper coverage of
such things as “typesetting
equipment purchases,” and then
go on to state that as ‘‘payersof
the Student Activities Fee,”they
are entitled to know more about
the internal issues surrounding
the Daily’s editorial elections.
Now I may be naive, but I’m
willing to bet that “payers of
@eStudent Activities Fee” are
see MEDIA, Paw 8

Reitman’s words were not censured, and in fact, he let himself
off with a mere apology.
Reitman’s remark was not
only offensive to the homosexual community, but also to everyone committed to openminded beliefs. Thus we feel
that the associate dean of students’ comment destroyed the
validity of the Administration’s
appeal for diversity. It is a disgrace that an Administrationso
firmly devoted to this diversity
should be staffed by such a
hypocritical dean (do we dare
use such a word now that free
speech is monitored at Tufts?)!
Perhaps Reitman should stop
preaching “Do as I say, not as I
do” when he is handing out
punishments. The T-shirt vendor shouldgetoffaseasily(with
an apology) since he made a
careless mistake just like Reitman.
Danielle Gioioso J’90
Jennifer Cutcliffe’J’90

T-Shirts
for Sale?

To the Editor:
With all the recent excitement about the “Why Beer is
Better than Women”T-shirt, I’d
like to know one thing. Where
can I buy one of these shirts?
(I’m sure Tufts University hasn’t
banned the sale of them.)

Steven Capozzola, A’92
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To the Editor:
In Oakes Spalding’sDecember 1 Op-Ed article, he commented that the Administration
should ban material construed
as offensive to a majority of the
Tufts population. He listed a
few items which he deemed
suitable for this labeling: public
nudity, wearing Swastikas on
the quad, and the public display
of Dead Kennedysparaphemalia. Personally, I fail to see how
the Dead Kennedys relate to the
first two items mentioned.
It is possible that Spalding is
offended by such a display, but
I doubt that the “majority” of
the campus feels the same way.
Actually, I’m relieved to hear
that Spalding finds the Dead
Kennedys to be offensive.Judging by the style and clarity of his
article, he probably couldn’t
appreciate what they have to
offer anyway. Unfortunately,
those readers unfamiliar with
the Dead Kerlnedys might have
’

been given the wrong impression and would now believe that
they %e a bunch of Neo-Nazi
exhibitionists.To dispel any illformed images: the Dead Kennedvs do wear clothes. and they
hapi>en to have a song titled
“Nazi Punks, F- Off!”
In the future, I suggest that if
Spaldingwants to blither on, he
should give Tipper Gore a call,
and arrange tea over an afternoonofBarry Manilow’sGreat-

Editing
To the Editor:
I wish to thank the editors of
the @-Ed page for phoning me
twice to inform me of the changes
they wanted to make in my article. Also, thank you for allowing me to make an additional
change at the last minute.
However, you made three other
changes without asking my
pemission. In two places you
took the quotation marks off of

Closing, I’d like
to include a quote that Spalding
and the Tufts Administration
might want to Ponder:
“Last call for alcohol.
Last call for freedom of
est Hits.In

speech.
Drink up!
Happy hour is now enforced
by law.”
Jell0 Biafra of Dead Kennedys fame.
Rob Irish, A’91

Meaning
the purpose of the quotation
marks being to suggest doubt
about the meaningfulness or
appropriatenessof those expressions.
More importantly, in my
submitted piece I wrote, “The
view of the Women’s Collective that members of the Tufts
community are harmed by the
mere existenceof the T-shiris...is
a controversial view...” imdv-

Correction: Due to a production error, the credit on Friday’s front page photo of McCollister House
was inadvertently,om$ted. The photo was taken by Natalie Kulukundis.
..
- . _ . -.
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Who Will Stop the Rain?
by JOHN TINGER

How beautiful is the rain!
Afier the dust and heat,
In the broad and fiery street,
How beautiful is the rain!

-- Henry Wadsworth Longfellow, from “Rain in Summer”
Longfellow, writhg a hundred
years ago, could not have known
that today’srain would also be a
destructive force. We have all
seen the refreshing and lifegiving beauty of a summerrain;
unfortunately, however, rain also
has unseen properties not explored by poets. Rain and acid
are two words that should not be
joined together, yet we are all
famihar with the problems caused
by acid rain.
The average precipitation in
the Northeast is more than ten
times as acidic today as it was
during Longfellow’s day. Most
fish cannot survive pH levels
below 5.0, but many areas receive rainfall that ranges from
pH 4.2 to 4.5. Dead lakes appear in regions where the soil is
not able to buffer the acid. Forests are also affected by highly
acidic rains. Germany uses a

term called Waldsterben,translated as “forest death,” in describing the one third of their
wooded areas that have been
severely affected by pollution.
Acid rain kills vegetation by
removing waxes from leaves and
needles and leaching nutrients
from the soil.
Another problem caused by
acid rain is the deterioration of
buildings and other structures
that are located in polluted
environments. Statues and other
outdoor works of art have had to
be moved inside in order to
prevent further ’deterioration.
Several years ago, the cleanup
of the Statue of Liberty was
billed as a patriotic step that
rekindled the Lady’s flame. In
fact, much of the extensive
cleanup would not have been
necessary were it not for the
massive amounts of air pollution hNew Yolk City to which
the monument has been subjected.
Between 30 and 35 million
tons of sulfur dioxide and nitrogem oxide are produced in the
United States each year. These
emissions are thought to somehow defy the law of gravity, but
the basic principle “what goes

up must come down” applies
here. Sulfur dioxide and nitrogen oxide are involved in complex chemical reactions during
the few days in which they are
airborne. Then they drop to the
earth through rain and snow.
Because the pollutants are airborne, they are subject to winds
that may deposit them many
miles from where they originated.
One of the major sources of
political tension between the
United States and Canada is the
problem of acid rain. Canadian
see RAIN. page 15

Algiers Conference Misleading
by ROB MOSKOW
Israel’s negative response to
the recent moves by the Palestine National Council has been
misconstrued in the American
press because the PNCs so-called
“steps toward moderation” are
ambiguous and without substance, and cannot be accepted
at face value. Bias in the American press is not new in the coverageof Middle East issues. It is
very easy to read about the

Divestment: A First Step

The following article is the administrators mistakenly are
text of a statement that was perceived to be of dichotomous
submitted to the Board of Trus- and antagonistic natures. We
tees on November 2 by the do not subscribe to such points
members of Stop Investment in of view.
Like the administrators, we
Racism.
feel that Tuftshas agreat deal to
Too often, the concerns and offer, and that the few things it
goals of Tufts students and is lacking in the present, it alIn July of the ‘85-’86school year, the University of California Board of Regents decided to divest itself of all $3.1
billion of stock that it held in companies doing business in
South Africa.
In the interests of presenting just who has and who has
not divested totally within the U.S university community,
the Daily has included this list from a May 22,1985 article
that appeared in the journal, Chronicle of Hipher Educaentitled “Despite Protests, Few Governing Boards
Have Voted to Eliminate Holdings
Op-Ed recognizes that this list somewhat outdated,
especially given the milestone decision by the University of
California Regents. Nevertheless, the list is offered as a
useful indication of divestment activity among the nation’s colleges and universities.

.....

Full Divestment as of 1985
nstitution

Value of Divestment

Year

-1978
intioch University ......................................................
1984
:ity University of New York ........................
$7,050,000
1976
lampshire College ..............................................
40,000
1981
ntheran School of Theology at Chicago ....................
-dichigan State University ..............................
7,191.000 1979-80
Jew York University School of Law:
1978
Student Bar Association ....................................
11,OOO
1978
lhio University ..................................................
60,000
hegon State Board of Higher Ed.
(8 colleges and universities) ........................
6.000,OOO 1977-78
lniversity of California:
1980
25,000,000
Associated Students U.C.L.A. ......................
1982
lniversity of Maine ........................................
3,000,000
1977
rniversity of Massachusetts ..............................
600,OOO
1978
lniversity of Wisconsin ................................
11,000,000
1983
Vestem Michigan University ............................
200,000

:.

ready has in the promise of the
future.
As the citizens of our country must work continually for
the procurement and protection
of the ideals upon which this
country was founded,so too the
members of the Tufts community - students, faculty, administrators, and trustees, must work
for the procurementand protection of the ideals upon which
the University was founded: a
commitmentto peace and light.
We must send this message to
the world if we are to keep true
to ourselves. Indeed, we must
live it.
The aparlheid system of South
Africa is one of the most atracious and racist, currently oppressing millions of the world’s
people. An enlightened institution clearly would work within
its powers to change such a
system wherever and whenever
possible. Many universities have
demonstrated their commitment
to change by divesting from
corporations doing business in
the Republic of South Africa
South Africa presents ilself as a
place where Tufts can speak
against human rights violations
andinstitutionalracism with the
greatest of ease. Tufts, like all
other institutions of higher learning, has a social responsibility
and a woral obligation to take
such a stand.
While our divestmentwould
see DIVEST, page 18

conference at Algiers without
getting an accurate analysis of
what has been said, what has
been implied,and whathasbeen
done by the PLO in the past.
For instance, it is intriguing
that there was practically no
coverage of the three attempts
to invade the Israeli northern

and until the PNC is free to go
back to its native city Lo (a city
that lies inside Israeli borders).
According to Siegal, the chances
that the PNC will renounce its
absolutist ideology during its
negotiations with Israel arc about
the same as the Soviet Union
renouncing communism during

“It is intriguing that there was practically no coverage
of the three attempts to invade the Israeli northern
border that occurred during the proceedings of the
Algiers conference.”
arms control negotiations with
border that occurred during the
the US.
proceedings of the Algiers conPLO behavior is just as diffiference. There have been thirty
such attemptsthis yearcommit- cult to analyze as its strategies.
How should Israel react to Arated by squads of terrorists. Isfat’s ambiguous acceptance of
raeli troops repelled most of the
UN Resolutions 242 and 338?
squads and even recovered
documents from the invaders’ By stating that the PNC recogpockets that gave them instruc- nizes the UN’s guarantee for
tions on how to take Israeli safety and sovereignty within
the borders of each Middle East
hostages. Unless you take events
nation, the PNC would appear
such as these into account, you
to be implicitly recognizing the
will never truly understand the
existence
of an Israeli state, right?
PLO’s strategy.
Well, not exactly. Don’t expect
DavidSiega1,astudentatthe
Fletcher School of Law and Arafat to answer such a direct
question. In fact, he leaves open
Diplomacy, and an organizerof
the suggestionthat thePNC will
last year’s symposium, “From
the Ideology of Zionism to the accept the resolution only when
Reality of Israel at 40,’’takes the UN accepts the PNC’s unilateral declaration of statehood
particular exception to the PNC‘s
recent moves, saying that the (which it never will).
Siegal outlined three reasons
strategy of the PLO is today,
why the PNC has not conceded
and always has been, to claim
the entirety of the Israeli terri- anything at all in the debate for
tory as their own. In other words, Palestinianstatehood:The main
if one analyzes the PLO’s inten- intention of the Algiers confertions closely and listens to Radio ence was primarily for positive
Baghdad,which actsas apropa- public relations, and the promganda tool for the Palestinians, ises they have made thus far are
one sees that the PNCs goals only empty promises. Arafat
remain absolutist. Just because blatantly plays semanticgames
the PLO recently has kept those when he says that the PNC will
goals out of the public eye, and accept resolutions 242 and 338.
especially out of American And even if one does take Aranewspapers, doesn’t mean that fat’s word that the PNC now
recognizes Israeli statehood, one
they don’t exist.
One clear indication of this must recognizeexactly what the
PNC’s intentions were during
-sthestatementmadetoanewspaperby Farouk Kaddumi,PLO the proceedings at Algiers. An
empty promise such as this
foreign minister, that “all of the
PNC opposes recognition of merely acts as a convenient
vehicle providing them with
242.” Abdul Abbas also publicly stated that “The past problem will remain as it is unless see PNC,page 15
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Next time You're
at AFTERHOURS.....
Help Someone in need!
Use your meal card to pick up an extra can of:
Hash
Beans
Hearty Soup
Tuna Fish
Canned Meat
Spaghetti
Potatoes

Every can you donate provides a
meal for someone who is hungry!
-If you give 3 cans you'll receive a free personal
-If you're organization can 'get 100 cans together,
you'll receive a free B/4 page ad!

Help out & Help make someone else's
Holidays a little happier!
AI1 c a m will be donated to Medford and Somerville homeless shelters

For more Info Call KARIN STAITI at 629=9120
,...
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Soviets Bring Hijackers Home, Declare Success of
Strategy

MOSCOW -- The Soviet Union brought four hijackers back from
Israel Sundayand declared the successof a bargaining strategythat
gained the safe release of 30 children and the return of the gunmen
and their plane.
The hijackers arrived at Moscow’s Sheremetyevo 1 airport
before dawn Sunday, ending a drama that began when they
commandeered a school bus in the southern Russian city of
Ordzhonikidzeon Thursday.
Vremya, the Soviet television evening news program showed
two bound hijackers being hustled off a plane at the airport early
Sunday and into waiting cars. They returned with the hijacked
Ilyushin 76-T transport plane and a specialTupolev 154jet sent to
Israel for them.
During the affair, Soviet authorities gave the hijackers
weapons, drugs and money to gain the release of the fourth-grade
pupils and worked with Israel, with which Moscow broke diplomatic ties 21 years ago.
“The outcome of the operation will serve as a warning to those
who may nurture this kind of criminaldesigns,”Tassquoted a KGB
secret police spokesperson as saying.
“It is for the first time that such an operation has been
carried out with the participation of another state. And its
results can be described as successful: the criminals have been
captured, they will sustain a deserved punishment and, what is the
main thing, the children were rescued,” he was quoted as saying.

Perez Winning Presidential Race, Projections Say
CARACAS, Venezuela -- Former President Carlos Andres Perez
was leading his major opponent by a substantial margin and
appeared to be heading to victory in Sunday’s national election,
according to exit polls.
A Perez win would give his his center-left Democratic Action
party two consecutivevictories during the nation’s worst economic
crisis in decades.
The Venevision and Radio Caracas television networks projected Perez, 66, would beat his principal opponent Eduardo
Fernandez of the Social Christian Party by at least 54 percent to 32
percent, based on polls of voters.
The projectionswere based on an estimated voter turnout of 7.8
million, which would indicate 15 percent abstention among the
more than 9.1 million people registered to vote. There was no error
of margin given.
Perez had been expected to win handily in polls taken several
weeks before the election.
“This electoral response puts us in a secure position to carry
forward our program of government,” said Perez’s campaign
manager David Morales Bello shortly after polls closed.

Soviets and Afghan Guerrillas Resume Talks
RIYADH,Saudi Arabia -- Soviet officials and Afghan
guerrillasmetin a Saudimountainresort on Sunday,the secondday
of negotiations on ending the 9-year-old war.
The meeting in Taif is believed to include discussions on a
cease-fire and establishmentof an interim government to replace
the current Soviet-backedregime.
The talks mark the first time the Soviets and the seven-group
guerrilla alliance sat down together since Soviet troops were sent
to Afghanistan in 1979.
The official Saudi press agency issued a terse statement saying
the talks began, but provided no details.
The official talks began Saturday between the delegations led
by guerrilla leader Burhanuddin Rabbani and Yuri VorontSov, a
Soviet deputy foreign minister recently named ambassador to
Afghanistan.
They resumed before noon Sunday in the town 600 miles
southwest of the Saudi capital of Riyadh.

Yugoslavian Consul General Pleads Innocent

PHILADELPHIA -- The Yugoslavian consul general in Chicago
pleaded innocent to money laundering charges Sunday before a
federal magistrateand was released to his country’s acting ambassador on $150,000 bail.
The attorney for Bahrudin Bijedic, indicted Thursday along
with four others, said he would raise the issue of diplomatic
immunity at pretrial hearings. LBS Bank of New York Inc., the
U.S. branch of a Yugoslavian bank, was also indicted.
“I expect an apology from the U.S. mass media,” Bijedic said to
reporters shortly after his arraignment. “I never violated any
American law.” he said.
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Senate to Fund Club LVS

by ELIZABETH AMADOR

Club LVS, a student dance
club which was formerly sponsored by Tufts Lighting, Sound
and Video and the Junior Class,
will be funded by the Tufts
Community Union Senate next
semester, according to TLSV
President Cary Granat.
Club LVS, designed to provide an alternative to fraternity
parties and off-campus activities, has generated a great deal
of interest within the Tufts
community, according to Granat.
“Club LVS’s first [function]
was extremely successful,”
drawing a crowd of over 730
students,Granatsaid. ClubLVS
has held two functions so far
this semester.
Granat said that with the
Senate’s sponsorship, “it doesn’t
matter how many people go”
because it will be organized with
a non-profit incentive.
Although Tufts’ Lighting,
Sound and Video will continue
to handle technical matters as
well as provide VJs and music
videos, the Senate is contributing $l,OOO for each night Club
LVS operates. The funding will
pay for equipment charges and
labor costs.
In addition, the Senate plans
to open Club LVS one night
every other week throughout the
spring semester.
NowthatClubLVSisfunded

by the Senate, it will be more
open to studentsuggestionsand
should “increase general student body awareness as to what
the Senate does,” according to
Senate Treasurer Ian Balfour.
“Weexpect the cluh to break
even. But if theclub s m c r e a t -

go toward Senate-funded student activities, Granat added.
“It takes a lot of start-up
money,” said Assistant Treasurer Matt Freedman, “but there
is clearly a need for it: especially in light of the new social
uolicy.”

ask to be helped by the discretionary fund,” Balfour said.
This fund, part of last year’s
financial surplus, is controlled
by Dean of Undergraduate Studies David Maxwell, Dean of
Students Bobbie Knable and
Academic Vice President Robert
Rotberg. It is designed to help
fund programs which the Administration deems important,
according to Balfour.
On the other hand, any profit
that is made by Club LVS will

was looking for an event to help
provide more non-alcoholic
student events on campus. When
he was approached by Senate
Vice President Billy Jacobson,
they agreed that Club LVS fit
the requirements for such an
event,
according.-to
Granat.
-. - - - .- Club LVS will teature two
video screens,lasereffects, and
the latest music videos,and will
be open to all students at the
cost of $3.

Editors:
Thenjh;sdkv;lsdf’;/; Cdksdkf ,;lsdafkp;f 1;fkd;sd idfosgf,
asdjhsjddnfbnfasn a;ldjkadma flhlsajcf asdjk;dk;lasdm
f;lf ;ad; asdja;dj;
This is a scanned article. Learn how to fix one at lhesday
night’s editors meeting.
Also on the agenda:
1)How to tell the difference between fine imported stuff,
with internationally renowned connoisseur Howie Sklar.
2)Policies for next semester.
3)When to return from winter break.
4)When not to return from winter break.
5)Why we return from winter break.
6)Saying hi to Danielle limping home, with Beth.
7) Journalistic masturbation
lhesday, 8 p.m. Miller Hall
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SUBSCRIPTIONS
Now only $15 for a whole year!
(130 issues inaiIcd ariywlierc in tIic U.S.)

FREE I-IOLIDAY TUFTS T-SHIRT FOR ALL
NEW SUBSCRIBERS
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Journalist Expound on South African SituFation

by CHRIS PARKS

Black SouthAfricanjournalists Thami Mazwai and Joe
Thloloe, of the newspaper the
Sowetan, spoke Wednesday night
on such issues as government
spending,the role of the organizations for black liberation, the
State of Emergency,government
reforms and trade sanctions -holding the attention of a crowd
of over 200 students for over
two hours.
Immediately immersing the
listeners in various figures of
the SouthAfrican government’s
spending on the three main racial groups -- blacks, coloreds
and whites -- Mazwai spoke first.
In a population of roughly 33
million, South Africa is approximately dismbuted in 74% black,
2.6 % Asian, 8.6% Colored
[people of mixed racial background], and 14.6 % white. The
amount South Africa spends on
education is very unbalanced,
said Mazwai.
Skewed Government
Spending

Overall, the government
spends 1,157,831,000Randson
blacks andR 3,057,141,000on
whites. Mazwai broke down the
grants by saying that the government spends individually R
387 for a black and R 2,746 for
a white. Other figures given were
R 97 for an average black’s
pension,andR 197forawhite’s.
Also, on education, the government spends R 172,310,000for
blacks and R 847,939,000 on
whites. [The exchange rate on
Saturday, December 3 was 42
cents to the Rand, or R 2.32 to
the US dollar.]
“These figures are a microcosm of what’s happening in
SA,” Mazwai said, referring to
apartheid. He went on to say
that the amount of money spent
per person ensures that whites
live in luxury, while blacks
remain subordinate. Mazwai
joked, remembering a friend’s
words, “Ifany white person were
to die. ...and find himself in
heaven, he would refuse to stay
and would ask to be returned to
SA.” The whites in SA have a

much higher standard of living
than people in the US, Mazwai
said, and they are not going to
give it up easily.
The ANC and The PAC
Next, Mazwai described the
African National Congress

campaignof 1959,the ANCand
thePAC have been banned, which
created a void in black politics,
commented Mazwai.
It was filled by a black consciousness movement led by
StevenBiko in 1972.The inten-

lectured to a large audience last Wednesday.
(ANC) and the Pan Africanist tion of this movement was to be
Congress (PAC), two main or- a custodian while the PAC and
ganizations trying to effect the ANC were banned. This
change. After the pass burning movement was later banned
following Biko’s violent death
in jail.
“The differenceis very fine”
between the PAC and the ANC,
said Mazwai, addressing the
their goals,the paper maintains. questionofwhoshouldlead[the
?he ACLU chooses cases that
struggle for liberation].
will have the widest impact on
The PAC’s position is that
the gieatest number of people
“SA belongs to the indigenous
when they are resolved. Conse- people.” Others are allowed to
quently, issues defended by the
settle there, but they must conACLU are often controversial, sent to being absorbed by the
which makes the ACLU itself a
society, and not try to control it.
center of controversy. Accord- The ANC is a bit more open in
ing to the briefing paper, “hisits policy, and advocates that
torically, those most vulnerable, “SA belongs to all who live in
most controversial, or those least
it.”
Relating his position to the
PAC’s, Mazwai said that white
people are identified with oppression, and there is no reason
to create conflicts within the
organization. He said whites can
participate by accepting leadershipof black people in the revolution.
However, after liberation,the
PAC believes that everyone
should participate on an equal
basis, in a society where “the
color of a man’s skin will be as
irrelevant as the shape of his

Tufts Democrats HoldACLU
Membership Drive

by STEPHEN NEWMAN

Last Wednesday, both students and faculty were given
the opportunity to become “card
canying members” of the ACLU
by a Tufts Democrats-sponsored
membership drive for the American Civil Liberties Union. Held
in the CampusCenter,the event
was organized by Tufts Democrat Alex Amdur.
“I think the values theACLU
upholds are important, and that
is why I have organized this
drive,” Amdur said.
Amdur, the editorial chairperson, held the drive in response to the amtion the ACLU
received throughout the 1988
presidential campaign. “I didn’t
know much about the ACLU
before this election, but amidst
the distortion and bias George
Bush used in the campaign, the
term ‘card carrying member of
the ACLU’ came out, so it
sparkedmy interestand I started
to look into it, and see what it
was all about. I found out that
George Bush actually had distorted [the ACLU] and really
hadn’t told the complete picture.’ ’
Amdur explained that through
themembershipdrive,he hoped
topornote apicmof the ACLU
which, he believed, had been
“skewed during the campaign.”
The ACLU is a nonpartisan
organization consisting of
250,000 members who work
within the organization. They
are devoted to protecting the
civil liberties of all Americans.
Founded in 1920 by Roger
Baldwin, the ACLU is recognized as the country’s foremost

advocate of individial rights.
According to an ACLU briefing
paper distributed during the
membership drive, with the
employment of over 2,000 attorneys, 66 paid staff members
and scores of volunteers, the
ACLU handles legal cases that
appear before state and federal
courts, including the Supreme
court.
The briefing paper explains

WS.”

The Dems gain members for the American Civil Liberties
.
union.
chapters elect a board of direcvictims of government represtors which governs the ACLU
sion. The ACLU works to stop
on the national level. The indi- the erosion of libertiesbefore it
vidual state affiliatesare free to
spreads out of control.”
make their own decisions as to
‘‘I havecome to believe that
which cases they will choose to
anybody can make a difference
take and which specific issues
in almost anything they do,”
they will focus upon.
Amdur said of what he has
However, the goals are sched- ‘ learned about the ACLU,
uled in a policy guide that is
“whether it be becoming a
overseen by the national board
member of the ACLU, gatherof directors, which can make
ing petitions for a particular
decisions in times of immediate
cause, working for a political
attention. It is not uncommon
campaign, lobbying in the govfor affiliatesto collaboratewith
the national ACLU to achieve see ACLU, page 14
-1

According to Mazwai, whites
do not have the same drive for
black liberationbecauseof their
luxurious lifestyles. They can
return home without having to
worry about how they’re going
to feed their families. Blacks
are motivated by the humility
and degradation of their situation, he stated.
“Let’s talk of the majority,”
Mazwai continued; there are
exceptions,but the predominant
white philosophy is ‘Nigger in
your place.’ “White South Africa believes they came to civilize us, and have the right to
govern. The whites only differ
on how the blacks should be
ruled,andnotthattheyshould.’’

Patterns of Unrest
In the recent past, Mazwai
explained, there have been three
main rebellions against the
government: the 1960anti-pass
campaign, the riot by Sowetan
schoolchildren in 1976,and the
challengingof the status quo on
a national level in 1984.
The government responded
in 1984 by implementing the
State of Emergency. This proclamation greatly extended the
government’sand the military’s
power over all South Africans.
South Africa is still in a State of
Emergency and it has become
more rigorous with time. For
journalists, Mazwai asserted,
“the emergency regulations were
so vague that they forced the
reporter to become the censor.”
The result was even stricter
censorship, he said.
Unrest Levels on the Rise
Thloloebegan by saying that
if one were to graph black unrest in SA on the vertical axis
and the dates on the horizontal
axis, one would find a series of
plateaus and ridges of increasing height. The trend shows a
decreasing length of plateaus,
which represent momentary
calm, and higher ridges, representing rises in unrest levels.
In 1976,Thloloe said, when
700 people were killed, there
was a ridge followed by a plateau. The same occurred from
1984 to 1986, when over 2,000
were killed. Currently SA is
experiencing a plateau.
The October parliamentary
elections, Thloloe continued,
illuminated these forces of plateaus and ridges. The government touted the elections as a
‘‘processof broadening democracy.” They spent five million
Rands, made it illegal to boycott the elections with a punishment of 10 years imprisonment
or a R 20,000 fine,Thloloe said.
Black unrest increased drastically during the 1988elections.
South Africa experienced several uprisings prior to the vote.
These outburstsinclude a steady
upward trend of organized violence, Thloloe said. He also gave
mother example, of the 30
explosions in September of 1988,
and 34 by October 26. This is a
steady rise, Thloloe said, and
not a cyclical increase.
Parliamentary Elections
After the process was over,
the government announced the
elections a success, .Thloloe
stated. The government said that
despite attempts to stop the elections, a significant number of
people of all colors voted, including 78% of registeredblacks.
More than 2,000 were nominated for the 800 positions available.
What the government was
careful not to reveal was that
less than 1%of the black adult
populationvoted. This is acase,
see SPEAKERS, page 14
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MEDIA
continued from page 2
far more concerned with where
$50,000 of their money is going
than with who is campaigning
feverishly for the position of
classifieds editor.
It is a pleasure to note that
the Tufts Community Union
Senate -- of which S c h w m is
currently president and Ginsberg
was formerly treasurer -- does
not allow the community to learn
of any of its “internal issues.”

EDIT
from

continued
page 2
ing that the Women’s Collective, among other groups and
individuals, holds this view. You
changed this to read “The view
of certain women that members
of the Tufts Community are
harmed by the mere existence
of the T-shirts... is a controversial view. ..”implying that all or
only women hold this view.
Women have no monopoly on
holding idiotic views however,

Rather, the Senate discusses all
such matters in a svictly offthe-record session at the end of
each weekly meeting, protecting them from public scrutiny
of their true feelings about the
Senate and issues it may or may
not be addressing.
To steal a few words from
their letter, shouldn’t we know
the internal issues and the true
feelings of senators who have
been elected to represent us?

’ How

safe is democracy when
e1ectm.i leaders cannot be held
accountable?
Regarding elections and
“future leadership,” it took
several years of tooth-pullingto
convince the Senate and the
Elections Board to release the
numerical results of its public
elections.
I’m wrtain Schwartz and
Ginsberg have more important
thines to do than continue their

never-ending, and seemingly
self-senring assault on the efforts of campus newspapers,
especially the Daily and Observer.
Stop berating the editors for
doing their job: hoviding the
community with all the information they can get (on the
record). Why criticize them for
expanding their coverage?
Finally, regarding Schwartz
and Ginsberg’s attack on “self-

interested journalistic mastur-

bation,” I’d like to make one
thing clear: The current editors’
commitment, bard work, and
extremely long hours leaves them
little time for “masturbation,”
be it journalistic or otherwise.

Ed. Note: Shein is a former
Tufts Daily news editor and
former TCU Senator.

ATTENTION SENIORS
although those women who do
have idiotic views tend to be
members of the Women’s Collective.
Oddly enough, we both
missed the mostegregiouserror
in my piece -- the claim that the
T-shirt read “Why Women are
Better than Beer.” May I suggest that we both be more careful in the future.
0akt.s Spalding

The following three companies will be accepting resumes for New York
interviews from Tufts University seniors:
KIDDER, PEABODY & CO.
DEAN WITTER REYNOLDS
FIRST BOSTON CORPORATION
Resumes and cover letters wil1,be accepted at the Career Planning Center
through 5:OO p.m., Thursday, December 15,19$8.

These following companies will be recruiting in early February and require
that all interested students submit resumes for prescreening to the Careei
Planning Center by noon, Friday, December 30, 1988.

b

ARTHUR ANDERSEN
BAIN & COMPANY
BANK OF BOSTON
BOSTON COMPANY
CHEMICAL BANK
CHUBB GROUP
CITIBANK
LOTHRIDGE FINANCIAL
MANUFACTURERS HANOVER
MONITOR COMPANY
NEW ENGLAND TELEPHONE
PROJECT SOFTWARE & DEVELOPMENT
For further information concerning these companies and their career opportunities, see the yellow recruitment folders in thecareer Planning Center library.
Students who have not yet attended a mandatory orientation meeting and are
interested in participating in the On-campus Recruitment Program next
semester, should consider coming to one of the following two meetings:
Tuesday, December 6,1988, at 4:OO p.m. in the Large Conference Room,
Mayer Student Campus Center. ’
Or
Wednesday, December 7, 1988, at 7:OO p.m. in the Large Conference
Room, Mayer Student Campus Center.
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Boston Ballet’s Nutcracker Opens at the Wang
by BEN KLASKY
The Boston Ballet’s version
of The Nutcracker at the Wang
Center proves to be an evening
of entertainmentfor young and
old alike. Most every aspect of
the show is spectacular -- from
the sets to the costumes to the
breath-taking ballet, the entire
companyhascombinedto make
a show that Tchaikovsky himself would be proud to see.
The plot of the ballet is rather
simple: A young girl named Clara
Silberhaus is given a toy nutcracker as a Christmas present
from her mysterious godfather,
Dr. Drosselmeyer. Later that
evening, Clara sneaks down to
the main room of the house to
see her new &t The room grows
and she is soon surrounded by a
45-foot Christmas tree, as well
as mice and toy-soldiersthat are
bigger than she.
After fighting off the mice,
the Nutcracker takes Clara on
an adventure. They journey
through an enchantedforest and
end up at The Palace of Sweets
where they are treated as noble
guests.
At the Palace, many groups
perform for them (a logical
excuse to see many different
danceforms).Althoughnonverbal communications is all that
the dancers have to get their
points across, the viewer never
doubts what is happening on
stage.
Magical Dancing
Simon Dow plays aconvincing Dr.Drosselmeyer.His swift
movements, sweeping hand
gestures, and excellent control
of difficult props allow him to
present his magical character.
In the ballet’s well-known
“Grand Pas de Deux,” Laura

Drosselmeyer for Christmas.
Ymng and Fernando Buiones
amazingly dance out the parts
of the Sugarplum Fairy and
Cavalier. In one section, Young
spins around so furiously, it is
amazing she doesn’t get sick on
stage. Bujones’ leaps are ga,zelle-like, as he dances his solo.
The various groups that perform for Clara and the Nutcmcker
arealsoa thrill to watch. Mother
Ginger comes out in a gigantic
dress with her eight children
kept safe within it. When she
pulls on the strings of her dress,
her four sons and daughters
(about five yeas old) pop out
and perform a dance. The Russian group flips through the air,
performing acrobatic gestures
as well as the traditional Rus-

sian kicks. In contrast,a slower
Indian groupperformsa smooth
dance at the Palace of Sweets.
Entertainingly Funny
The NutcrackersI remember
seeing asa child were tediousto
get through. This is not the case
with the Boston Ballet’s show,
partiallybecause it is filled with
comedy. At times, the show
almost seems cartoon-like. In
the battle, characters die as if
they are one of Roger Rabbit’s
“toons.”The Mouse King kicks
his feet up in the air in an overdramatized death, and then,
before finally kicking the bucket,
he sits up once more to wave
goodbye to the audience.
Young lovers alsohumorously
sneak around on stage, secretly

kissing each other when adults
aren’tiooking.And many small
childrenare used throughout the
show; in fact,234 children from
throughout New England perform in the show. Although the
plies and chasses of six-yearolds are not quite perfected,they
are tremendously cute. Indeed,
the Boston Ballet’s Nutcracker
is lively and quite humorous at
times.
Critiques for the Music,
Bravos for the Set
The music was generally quite
well done. However, at times
the percussion was played far
too loudly. As various drum
sounds and clicks came roaring
out of the orchestra pit, it was
sometimes difficult to concen-

trate on the Tchaikovsky’s inspiringmelodies.The times that
the band sounded its best was
when it was dynamically loud.
Then, the percussion could not
overpower the rest of the instruments.
The sets of The Nutcracker
are as flashyas they come. Huge
pieces of scenery fly in and out,
transforming the stage from a
Christmas sidewalk to a stately
mansion to a snow-coveredpine
forest in seconds. Boston’s version of The Nutcracker has some
unique scenery pieces, as well.
For instance, a unique flying
balloon carries Clara and her
newfound playmate, the Nutcracker, to and from the Palace
of sweets.
Boston Ballet’s Nutcracker
is a fun-filted show. Unllke its
more serious counterparts, it is
therefore a nice introduction to
ballet -- that is why so many
grade schools go to see this show.
If you’ve been afraid of going to
see the ballet, don’t miss this
production. It is bound to put
you in the holiday spirit.
One final comment: Unlike
much of the theater scene today,
many of the audience members
get quite dressed up for this
show. Whether it is done for the
ballet or for this specific show,
some even show up in tuxes or
formals. Though it is not required for admission,it’s a great
chance to show off your great
flocks,if you like getting dressed
UP.
TheNurcracker runs through
December 31 at the Wang Center for the Performing A r t s ,
located in the theater district at
the Boylston exit of the Green
Line.

The Naked Gun Takes Aim at Heroic Cops
by DANIEL KWIAT
At the beginning of The Naked
Gun,Lt. Frank Drebin, from the

Files of Police Squad, breaks
into a Beirut meeting of caricatured world leaders (Khaddafi,
Khoemeni, Amin, Gorbachev,
and others). Unarmed.he smears

away the birthmark from
Gorbechev’s forehead, reveals
a punk, orange-coloredhaircut
under Khomeni’s wig and turbin,
and batters the rest barehanded.
Beforeleavingthem, he pauses,
wheels dramatically around, and
warns, “I better not catch any
of you in America.” You know

Leslie Nielson is both hilarious and absurd as Lt. Drebin in The
Naked Gun

immediately that both he and
this film mean loony business.
The Nuked Gun is the latest
project of the comic team of
director David Zucker and
screenwritersJerry Zucker and
Jim Abrahams, who created
Kentucky Fried Movie, Airplane!, the hilarious spoof of
the 1970’s disaster film genre,
and Top Secret. This time, the
Zuckers, Abrahams and a third
screenwriter, pat Proft, aim their
spoof at the film and TV tradition of the heroic, suave cop.
The movie is based on a shortlived television show the comic
team created calledPolice Squad.
Lt. Drebin,played with great
comic reserve by Leslie Nielson, isaLosAngelescopout for
revenge. His partner, the onename Nordberg, has been shot
in a drug bust. It’s up to Drebin
to find out whodunnit
From there,the plot, borrowed
and a d a d from the Bond films..,,

~

takes the usual twists and turns
of the cop film genre to outrageous, absurd extremes. In his
investigation, Drebin stumbles
onto the plot of evil businessman-hitman Victor Ludwig to
assassinateQueen Elizabeth,but
then, alas, Bond falls innocuously in love with Ludwig’s
gorgeous secretary,Jane Spencer
(Precilla Presley), who was
ordered by Ludwig to seduce
him.
The spoof is, of couise, that
Lt. Drebin is anything but a
debonair hero. Old and ugly -he looks something like Tip
O’Neil -- his machismo is a
farce. He is spastic and bumbling, dull to chicanery, and
incapable of social grace. His
earnestness is preposterous, his
reasoning unreasonable, his
dedication to the “squad” is
madness.When the mayor takes
away his badge for “improper
. beba\rior,”hesighs,“Jushhink:

.

the next time I shoot someone,I
could be arrested.”
As in Airplane, the jokes in
The Nuked Gun are fired off at a
furious pace, so that if you miss
one, you’re bound to get the
next. And they come in all varieties except the subtle; ranging from incongruity, absurdity
and clumsiness, to miscommunication and caricature.
The Naked Gun is a short
film, which is good, because
towards the end, the filmmakers
lose their nerve and turn their
biting parody into m m t i c lightness. Lt. Drebin, despite his
earlier idiocy, winds up a hero
and a lover. It is as if the screenwriters suddenly understood that
their portrayal of a pathetic, overzealous, jingoistic cop had a
serious political undertone that
needed watering down. That’s
too bad, because for the most
part The Nuked Gun is a piquant
and very funny film.
L

.
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Women’s Basketball

Tufts Loses Opener in OT
Jumbos Fail to Rebound Against Bowdoin
by GEOFF LEPPER

-

“We aren’t rebounding. We
just have to go back fo square
one on Monday and start boxing out.” - head coach Sharon
Dawley.
.
If hoops fans out there in
Jumboland are making a Christmas list for their favorite teams,
here’s a suggestion of what to
put down for the women’s team:
Rebounds. Plain and simple.
Tufts went into first weekend’s opening games against
Colby and Bowdoin looking for
at least one, and perhaps two,
victories. Instead their visitors
headed north with a clean sweep
at Cousens, leaving Tufts players and supporters scratching
their heads, wondering what went
wrong in Friday’s gut-wrenching 63-62 OT loss to Colby and
Saturday’s 68-56 dumping at the
hands of Bowdoin.
A major problem was the
Jumbos’ inability to effectively
rebound, especially at the defensive end of the court. On
Friday, th9 White Mules had 31
offensive rebounds, compared
to Tufts’25 defensive. Saturday
saw the same lack of clearing
off the defensive glass, as the
Polar Bears grabbed 24 offensive boards to the Jumbos 23
defensive.
In terms of total rebounds,

Colby pulled down an obscene
62 (Tufts 44). and Bowdoin
grabbed 57 (Tufts 41). “We’re
not boxing out enough as a team,’’
explained cocaptain Kris Soucy
after the games. “If just one
person doesn’t box out, it kills
us.”
And itcertainly killed agood
first-half effort against Colby
by the Jumbos, who lead by 11
points at the break and used a
stingy fullcourt man-to-man to
hold the White Mules to 19
points. In the second half,Colby
routinely received multiple shots
on a single offensive foray.
“When you let a team get three
or four shots each time they
have the ball,” said Dawley,
“they’re going to beat YOU.”
The White Mules poured in
over a dozen “second-chance”
(buckets scored after rebounding cine’s own miss) points as
they crept up on the Jumbos in
the second half, snipping two
points off the lead here, making
an extra foul shot there, closing
the gap until, with 6 2 2 left, two
foul shots by sophomore forward Kim Derrington finished
off a 7-0 run and tied the game
at 44-44.
Although they were getting
hammered on the boards, the
Jumbos had still been playing
well enough to win the game.
Center Diane Hughes
- .popped
..

Danielle LaCroix was another of the three freshmen that made
their Tufts debuts on Friday night.

four jumpers in the first half to
lead the Jumbos with eight points,
and freshmen guard Tara Milard0 finished off her eight second-half points with two free
throwsthatputTuftsbackahead
46-44.
Three agonizing minutes
passed as neither team could
put the ball through the hoop.
“We weren’t playing our game,”
said co-captain Teresa Allen,
trying to explain Tufts’ sudden
lack of success on offense.
“We were just running down
the court and shootingthe ball,”
noted junior guard ReTreadup.
“Nobody set up an offense. We
were running scared, but we were
ahead.”
This lack of scoring hurt the
Jumbos as White Mule forward
Elizabeth Cimino banked in a
short jumper after snaring yet
another offensive rebound (she
would finish with 12 total boards
while playing only 20 minutes),
knotting it up at 46 all.
Allen, who was kept to a
relatively quiet 11points for the
game, nailed a pair of charity
shots and a long jumper to give
Tufts a 50-46 lead with 90 seconds left. Unfortunately, Tufts
wouldn’t hit another shot in
regulation, and so with only a
dozen ticks left, Colby guard
Jennifer Lally stepped up for
the first end of a one-to-one
with her team down by two. In a
play that was indicative of the
whole game, her shot clanged
off the back rim (Colby shot
only 56% from the line), but
Derrington, who lead all players with 16 rebounds, grabbed
the ball and laid it in for a 50-50
tie.
. After winning the overtime
tip, Colby ran off five straight
points, leaving the sputtering
Jumbos in a big hole. Milardo,
who finished with a quiet yet
team-leading 18 points and 10
boards, put home a jumper with
37 seconds left to bring Tufts
within three points.
After getting the ball back
twice on gift front-end misses at
the foul line by Colby, the Jumbos found themselveswith only
single digits left on the clock
and Hughes open on the left
side. Her three-point attempt
skitteredoffthe rim, and though
Milardo knocked home the rebound, it was one point too short,
63-62.
Though one can point to the
rebounding edge, there wasn’t
really any singlereason for the
loss. “The hardest part is not
being able to pinpoint the problem,” said Soucy. “I thought we
were takingdecentshots-- shots
that normally fall for us.” Unfortunatelyfor Tufts, not enough
of them did, and since the Jumbos finished up with only 17

Freshman Tara Milardo led the Jumbos in Friday’s season
opener against Colby with 18 points and 10 rebounds, but the
Jumbos lost in overtime, 63-62.
offensive rebounds, there Just every rebound was falling into
weren’t enough secondchances their hands,” commented Soucy.
“Even when we boxed everyto make up for the misses.
Saturday’sgame looked sus- body out,” she marvelled, “they’d
piciously like the previous still get the ball.”
Dawley felt that the probnight’s, with one major difference: Bowdoin’s shooting abil- lems on rebounding were due
ity. WhereasColby hitonly 34% more to tactics than lack of hustle.
of their shots, Bowdoin nailed “If you’re i i the wrong posi42% from the field, and that tion,” she stated, “all the desire
translated into a 12-point vic- in the world won’t get you a
tory for the.PolarBears. Though rebound.”
Treadup had a start assessTufts played a decent first half,
eight second-chance points, ment of the weekend’s play: “Our
including three buckets in the shots aren’t falling, and our
last four minutes, sent Bowdoin rebopnding isn’t there. We’re
into the dressing room with a running helter-skelter when we
shouldbe controllingthe game.
30-24 advantage.
Two quickjumpers by Allen, We’re not running smoothly like
whose 14 points led Tufts on the we do in practice. We play in
night, at the start of the second spurts. We score six points in
half pulled the Jumbos towithin under 30 seconds, and then we
two, but an 8-0 stretch for have three consecutive turnovers.
Bowdoin put the Polar Bears in You can’t win like that.”
the driver’s seat. But the JumMost players are looking
bos weren’t yet dead,andTufts’
pressure defense led to several forward to getting another chanm
stealsand easy hoops, including to show the real Tufts team
a layup from another h s h guard, against Brandeis this WednesKim Kelley, that cut the lead to day night (7 p.m.) at Cousens.
“We just haven’t fully meshed
three, 50-47, with 6 2 0 left.
Two long-range Bowdoin as a team,”claimed Soucy.
“I think we should do betjumpers set the Jumbos back by
seven, and they never were close ter,” said Allen. “I really think
again. The clinching hoop was we have the potential to be a
scored with 66 seconds to go as good team.”
Polar Bear guard/fOWard StaBut to live up to that potencey Bay put down an uncon- tial, the Jumbos must first contested layup after Bowdoin neatly trol the rebounds at their own
decimated Tufts’ press, making basket.
the score 64-53.
So if you happen to see St.
Once again, Tufts was lead Nick while you’re doing your
in rebounding by one of its pe- Christmas shopping, be sure to
rimeters players, this time Allen ask him to pleas6 stop by Cousens
with 11. “It just seemed like Gymnasium. ASAP.

MenS Basketball
0

CLAY’S
COURT
.EMPOWERED MCiMLXXXVl

Jumbos Reeling After 0-2 Start
Colby Blowout Followed by Tough Bowdoin Loss
by STEPHEN CLAY

’s

STEPIIES CLAY

New Coach, Old Crowd
Bob Sheldon backed up slowly until his back was against the
wdl in the dimly lit cage Saturday night, backing up as if being
cornered by the two tape recorders approaching him from either
side. Sheldon had just completed his first two games as Tufts’ new
Men’s Basketball coach, and neither had been a win. He exhaled
slowly in the stillness, and all that was left was his wry sense of
humor.
“Gotta move that bench back,” he finally said, refemng to the
second-half technical he received for standingon the court -- which
happened to be just in front of the Tufts bench.
That made five technicals on Tufts during the weekend; Sheldon’s head coaching career started with four technicalsfor discrepancies between uniform numbers and the Tufts scorebook. (“I
haven’t even gotten one for yelling yet,” he shrugged.)
The one-liners were his best defense at that point (certainly
better than one he put on the court Friday night), as he tried feebly
to mask his disappointment.
When informed that Matt Hancock, who had lit up Tufts for 30
points in the first half on Friday night, had only nine points in the
second half, Sheldon shot back, “Yeah -- his arms got tired.”
Each night, he stood and faced the music for about 10 minutes,
part of this new learning process. He freely admitted that he, too,
made mistakes each night -- “more in the first game than the
second” -- and that he had to cut down on them, as well.
And finally, he just stood there, against that wall, and looked
like a guy who desperately wanted to win a basketball game.
“You guys going to run me out of town?” he finally asked.
Considering that he was already a media favorite, not to
mention a good basketball coach (albeit a rookie), he was assured
that nothing like that would happen. At least until after the
invitational.

*a*

They were stretchedall across the third balcony Friday night for
the opener, and all across the second balcony as well, and all
throughout the seats, and on the stairs, and standing in the aisles
behind the seats.
They were everywhere.
“That was a great crowd,” exclaimed many of the players in
surprise after the game.
Indeed, there were more people in Cousens for a basketball
game Friday night than there have been since... well, probably
since Greg Davis left.
There weren’t that many people for the ECAC game last year.
There weren’t that many people for Amherst last year.
There weren’t that many people for Clark two years ago.
Okay, maybe there were. But still, it was reminiscent of the
Trinity-WI-Clark stretch three years ago, when Davis was going
for the school scoring record, and the Jumbos were a big gate
attraction.
The attendance was listed at l,OOO, but it just might have been
more.
They didn’t see a great game Friday night. In fact, they saw a
lousy game, made worse by the fact that the home team got
drubbed,and so, not surprisingly, there probably weren’t too many
chance repeat customers on Saturday night.
Unfortunately, they missed a much better game.
Is this the beginning of an attendance upswing again? It would
be good timing -- the Jumbos play 15games at home this year, and
they certainly need all the intangibleadvantagethey can get. Some
of the fraternities seem to be showing up en masse, and the
general student attitude seems to be, “Hey -- it’s good entertainment -- we’ll give it a shot.”
Friday night wasn’t good entertainment. But that’s no
reason to stop going. The Men’s Basketball team is not as bad
as they looked against Colby.
And they definitely need your help.

The Men’s Basketball team
learned a lot this past weekend.
In Friday night’s seasonopening, hide-your-eyes, 10679 loss to Colby, the Jumbos
learned that their defense was
not ready for prime time viewing, that their offensehas to be
multi-dimensionalto work, and
that Matt Hancock is one heck
of a basketball player.
But on Saturday night, they
learned perhaps their hardest
lesson so far in this young season: That despite overcoming
all three of these obstacles in
fine fashion for 36 minutes, the
“new era” of Tufts basketball
can resemble the “old era” of
Tufts basketball, as an all-tooreminiscent four-minute latesecond-half collapse let the
Bowdoin Polar Bears make up a
13-point deficit and sneak out
of Cousens with a 73-71 win.
“We took a big step from the
first game to the second game,
though,” emphasized Tufts coach
Bob Sheldon, who saw a muchimproved defense give up only
32 first-half points to the Polar
Bears, after being torched for
58 by Colby -- including and
especially Hancock -- in Sheldon’s inaugural 20 minutes as
Tufts’ head coach. “We played
more team defense... there was
more helping out.”
“We were more focused,”
agreed junior forward Scott
Klein, who had admitted that
“we weren’t ready to go full
throttle” for the Colby game.
Hancock Signs Record Book
“I told them that I was embarrassed that I let them go out
there and play that defense,”
Sheldon had said Friday night
after Tufts’ worst Division 111
loss since 1971.
Hancock, a first-team AllNew England selection last year,
did most of the first-half damage, scoring 30 points in that
20-minute span on an assortment of outside shots that the
Jumbo defensecouldn’t prevent.
“It was tough,” explained
senior Jeff Feinberg, “because
we started in a zone, and nobody was really covering him.”
The Jumbo defense, however,
could notbe blamed for the first
four Colby points of the evening. In one of the most bizarre
season-openingsequencesever
seen, the opening tap was bypassed and the referees sent
Hancocktothe foul line instead,
where, to the disbelief of the
enormous Causens contingent,
he sank four straight free throws.
Sheldon hadn’t coached one
second of basketball at Tufts,
and he was down4-0.“That was
not the best way to start,” Sheldon understated.

a

[The four one-shot technical
fouls were assessed on Tufts for
discrepancies in uniform numbers between the scorebook and
what numbers four Tufts players were actually wearing.]
The Jumbo offense sputtered
at first, but then picked up speed
-- at least for the first 11minutes
of the half, Freshman Joe
McMann scored Tufts’ first two
points of the season on an inside

not particularly surprising. The
three-minute barrage put the
Jumbos down 38-21 with five
minutes left, and Hancock was
just heating up.
The junior guard, pumped in
19 of Colby’s last 32 points in
the half, includingabankerwith
freshman Larry Norman all over
him, and a subsequent threepointer thatgave the White Mules
their first 20-pointlead (50-30).

Jumbo quadcaptain Steve Cronin and Bowdoin’s Kevin O’Keefe
battle for this loose ball on boards in Saturday night’s contest.
Cronin’s eight offensive rebounds helped the Jumbos build a
thirteen-pointlead in the second half, but the Jumbos lost their
second game of the year to the Polar Bears, 73-71.
move, and would turn out to be
Meanwhile, the Jumbos had
Tufts’Only consistent source of
recovered offensively,but were
offense on the night, finishing
still fairly one-dimensional, as
with a team-high 19.
Kevin Blatchford’s outside shootThe Jumbos hung tough early,
ing was well off.
keeping the Colby lead between
“I don’t want to use exfive and 10points, until a Feincuses, because there is no exberg hoop cut the lead to three
cuse,” said Blatchford after his
(24-21) with 8:40 left in the
4-for-13 night (all four fieldgoals
half.
were inside the key, and Blatchford was 0-for-3 from three-point
Then the roof fell in.
Tiles Everywhere
range). “I’ve had nights like this
before.TonightI just didn’t hit.”
“We were working so hard
on Hancock,” said Klein, “that
we were leaving people open
Colby’s Tom Dorion (10
and they were getting open
assists, many on eye-popping
layups.”
behind-the-back moves), finCombine that with the Jumished the half off with a pressbos’ erratic spell of turnovers breaking layup to make it 58and missed free throws (Tufts 36, Colby.
was apathetic 8-for-21from the
Hancock‘s 30 first-half points
line on the evening), and the
see MEN, page 13
subsequent 14-0 Colby run is
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FACULTY
from
1

continued
page
point of confusion and dissension among faculty members.
Dissension arose among the
members because the committee filed a report with their recommendations which listed
numerous individual acts of
discrimination.Theseacts were
gathered by the committee
members and reported anonymously, but did not identify any
individualsreferred to.The acts
were also not investigated or
verified.
The incidents mentioned
include actions of professors,
students, and administrators
which have been considered
“insensitive,” a lack of coverage and insensity within the
campus media, the defacement
of property, and action by other
branches of the University,such
as the Tufts Police.
At one faculty meeting,
English Professor David Cavitch expressed concern over the
fact that the acts had not been
verified, and that the report was
“overparticular.
Several other faculty members expressed concern that the
committee had been charged to
examine institutionalpolicy, but
instead cited individual acts of
”

I*

discrimination.
Professor Susan Ostrander,
however, said that this feeling
stemmed from a misconception
about the definition of institutional discrinimation.
“Some comments suggest
that [the faculty] did not understand that the incidents themselves are not the institutional
racism,” she explained.
She stressed that the recommendations of the committee
addressed the way the procedures, patterns and rules of the
University as an institution
exclude members of what the
committee referred to as “atrisk groups.”
“All of them [the recommendations]affect institutional
organizations -- how decisions
are made, who is there and according to what rules,” Ostrander said.
She cited as an example one
of the four recommendations
already approved by the straw
votes, which calls for one
member of each committe to be
charged with representing minority concerns.
“Before, no one on the faculty committees was charged
with being sure issues are taken

HUNGRY???
Call ESPRESSO’S
Pizza
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very painful to hear this discuscare of,” she explained.
President Jean Mayer, at a sion. To live every day with
sexism and to be told you’re
press conference last week,
specifically addressed that rec- making it up was hard work,
and it was hard to have to reommendation, saying that he was
ucomfortable by .some of its spond to those kind of comments in a setting not on an
implications.
indwidual level,” Ostrander said.
“I am not altogether happy
Professor Pearl Bailey, durwith the recomendations of the
CommitteeonInstitutionalPol- ing one meeting, said she was
disturbed by the lack of concenicy, like the appointing a member of a committee to assure sus within the faculty.
“What I thought was the
that there were no discriminatory aspects going in other purpose of the report was lost,
and I feel our concensus has
committees, bothered me,”
been lost. We should make inMayer said.
cremental progress to begin to
Ostrander said she did not
feel opposition within the fac- create an environment to preempt
ulty was strong, since the straw incidents,” Bailey said. .
Other professors expressed
votes showed the majority of
the faculty in favor of the four concern that the recommendations, if passed, would infringe
recommendations that have been
on academic freedom. :‘I am
voted on.
“There are some individual very concerned with the restriction of free speech. We must be
faculty, who appeared to be in a
careful not to sanction this. I
minority when we came to a
vote, who spoke out frequently would like to call for Tufts not
and loudly, asking what is this, to do anything to intrude upon
the fist amendment,” Electriare you suggesting that I am a
racist person,” she said, again cal Engineering Professor Arthur
stressing that their feelings Uhlir said.
Other professors, however,
stemmed from a misconception
of what institutional discrimi- said that racial slurs should not
be protected under freedom of
nation is.
African American Center speech.
Uhlir cited as an example the
Director Jewel Bell agreed that
the straw votes showed that the recommendation which called
majority of the faculty supported for rewarding sensitivity to “at
risk” groups. This recommenthe recommendations.
“The straw vote is giving dation called for course curricpeople the sense that nothing ula to include texts from minorwas forced upon them. One ity and female authors and for
would hope that they support sensitivity to “at risk” groups
what they themselves commis- to be considered when facultv
membersarebeingreviewedfor
sion,” Bell said.
Ostrander said, however, that merit increases in salary.
she was disturbed by the oppoUhlir and other faculty
sition. “I sat there feeling nerv- members said they feared that
ous. As a white woman, it was course content and textchoices
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would be controlled by outside
forces if this recommendation
passed.
Mayer, however, said he did
not feel that was a legitimate
concern.
“I am not womed about the
choice of books, the fact that
people leam something about
Confucious doesn’t mean that
they won’t read Plato. I just saw
the recommendations [as calling for the University] to be
more inclusive in courses,”
Mayer said.
“I think the recommendations,all tothegood,don’t think
general culture will lose by being
more inclusive,” he added.
Ostrander called the freedom
of expression issue a “red herring.
“People who teach courses
in the new scholarship, such as
Womens Studies, are always
being told you have to present
both sides of issues, not to be
biased. This is not told to people
teaching established schoiarship,” she said.
Since the debate on the recommendation is slated for the
end of today’s meeting, discussion will be prolonged further.
Minority leaders, meanwhile,
have not shown concern over
these recommendations. TLGBC
Coordinator Donna Penn said
that she felt the recommendaLions affected the faculty more
than it affected the “at risk”
groups.
Asian American Center Director Linell Yugawa, at the time
she was interviewed, said that
she was unable to obtain a copy
of the recommendations.

.
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Sauash

Jumbos Split Opening Pair
Men Lose to Navy But Thrashkmherst
by MIKE FRIEDMAN
’Ihe Men’s Squash team began
the 1988-89 season by splitting
their first two matches. The
Jumbos opened last Thursday
with a loss to Navy, ranked fifth
in the nation. Only a victory by
second-seeded T ~ i p Navaro
prevented Navy from sweeping
Tufts’ opener. But they rebounded on Saturday with a
thrashing of Amherst, seven
matches to two.
Of the 33 games played, the
Jumbosonly won eight of them.
First-seeded Josh Lebowitz,
third-seeded Andy Obermeier,
fifth-seededChris Wddorf, sixthseeded Jim Porter, and seventhseeded Manuel Vega all were
swept by better Navy opponents.

Ninth-seeded Charlie Carrozzo lost three games to one,
while fourth-seeded Dan Horan
lost a heartbreaking match to
Navy’s Marc Nicholson. Horan
wonthe fmttwogames, but lost
the next three, including a final
game tie-breaker.
Eighth-seeded Peter Pagnucco lost in five games. Porter,
Vega, Pagnucco, and Carrozza
all were moved up one position
against Navy because sixthranked Toby Ali was sidelined
with an injury.
The one bright spot of the
day was the play of Navaro,
who beat Navy sophomoreSunil
Desai in four games. After losing the firstgame, Navaro swept
the next three to capture the
only match of the day for the

Jumbos.
“[Navy] wanted to win the
match more than we did,” said
team captain Horan, “after Trip
won the second match, Navy
was very upset.” Navy showed
their edge in experience and
conditioning throughout the
match. “The difFerence was only
two things: Navy was better
conditioned and were much more
consistent,” explained head
coachBillSummers.
The men stormed back on
Saturday with a romp over
Amherst. Only Lebowitz, and
ninth-seeded Pagnucco lost, as
the Jumbos won, 7-2. The Jumbos won 22 of 31games and437
of 767 points played. Ali resee MSQUASH,
14

Women Squeak
Out Win Over Lady Jeffs
-

by MIKE FRIEDMAN

team,”said seventh-seedErica
Kmer, Coach Jim Watson added
After fourth-ranked Brown “this match shows us what kind
p d e Tufts redand embarrassed, of challenge we have for the rest
b e Jumbos rebounded to even of the season.”
The match with Amherst
their record at 1-1 with a win
showed what kind of team the
over Amherst on Saturday.
On Thursday, the women took women have. With Kwek unonly four of 31 games from able to play because of an inBrown. ButTuftsbouncedback jury, everyone had to move up
on Saturday and won a 5-4 one seed. Faced with this adversity, the women rose to the ocsqueaker against Amherst.
Brown beat the Jumbos in all casion. First-seed Marina Born
nine matches. Only second- won her match in three straight.
seeded Laura Levenstein,fifth- Louisa Terrell moved up into
seeded Robin Natiss, and cap- the third spot and won her match
tain Marie Kwek were able to with a 15-9 win in the fifth and
win games. Kwek came the deciding game.
In addition, Kim Rance
closest of anyone to winning a
match as she extended Brown’s moved to fifth spot and won 3Catalina Hoyas to a fifth game, 1, and Kerner also moved up to
win 3-2. Beth Meyers domiwhich Kwek lost 15-12.
“It’s a shame we had to play nated her opponent by giving up
Brown the first match of the only 22 points in three games.
season because they are a tough Levenstein played her match very

close, but she lost 15-13 in the
fifth game. Natiss lost 3- 1, and
the final two seeds Melissa
MacGillivray and Carolina
Ramon both lost.
“It is a phenomenal win,”
said coach Bill Summers. “We
would have a tough time with
[Kwek], but without her it was
that much tougher.
“We played a strong mental
game, the kind Iusually expect
in the middle of the season,”
added Summers.
The women have many challenges in the week ahead. They
face rival Wellesley on Thursday at home, before they play a
dual match against Colby and
Colgate at home on Friday. These
matches will be an excellent
test to see how good the women
really are, and what kind of
season lies ahead.

Swimmers Look Promising
by ABNER KURTIN
The 1988-89 Tufts Men’s
Swimming team appears to be
the perfect blend of experience
and youth. ’Ihe eJrperiencecomes
from head coach Don Megerle.
returning for his eighteenth
season at Tufts, and a senior
class led by hi-captains Paul
Kraaijvanger, Chris Davis and
John Bobbin. The youth consistsofatalentedfreshmanclass
and first year divingcoach Brad
Snodgrass.
The combination is already
proving tobesuccessfulasTufts
swam well, despite losing its
opening meet last Wednesday
to the University of Massachusetts at Amherst, 158-85. UMass,
the defending New England
Division I Champions, provided
the Jumbos with the competition needed to push them to
some very swift times this early
in the sqmn.

while hi-captain Bobbin did
not swim well at the meet his
contribution came in other forms.
Bobbin helpedrecruithisbother
Mark who, in the first meet,
qualified for the Division I11
nationalswhile winning the 200

yadbacksmke.FreshmanAdam
Silvermanalso swam a fast time
for this early in the season, placing third. Silvermanis enjoying
his first year as a Jumbo and
believes that his performance
was due to Megerle’s “innovative approach to training.” Junior Jeff Seery rounds out Tufts
best group of backsvokers for
quite some time.
The breaststroke is again a
shengrh for the team due in huge
part to senior tri-captain
Kraaijvanger. The senior, who
is the team record holder in the
200,has high hopes forthisyear’s
team saying, “We are deeper
and faster than last year.”
. Kraaijvanger p!w&(tf~t on
~

Wednesday and was followed
by freshman Michael Ingardia.
Ingardia,who Megerle describes
as “a tough kid,” is also an
excellent distance swimmer who
placed second in the lo00 yard
event at the UMass meet.
The distance events are anchored by senior tri-captain
Bobbin, who while getting off
to a slow start, is expected to
return to top form. Ingardia and
other stroke specialists who are
capabledistanceswimmers will
conmbute in the 1000 and 500
yard relays.
In the sprint freestyleevents,
Tufts is led by a cadre of returning veterans. Seniors Franc0
Vigna and Drew Graham, both
of whom are noted for swimming well late in the season, got
the season off to unexpectedly
fast starts. Graham was pleased
with his sub-50 second time in
see SWIMMING, page 16
.-..__
,

of Colby’s John Rimas in Friday night’s game. All four of
Blatchford’s field goals came from inside the key on Friday, but
his outside shooting on Saturday night made him the Jumbos’
leading scorer with 22 points.

MEN

continued from page 11
were a new Colby record for
points in a half, and although
the Jumbos had managed to shoot
.469 in the first half, the Mules,
thanks to countiesslayups where
the Jumbos failed to switch on
defense, shot .605 in the half.
Second Half Better
The second half was a chance
for the Jumbos to go back to
basics, to try and salvage something constructiveon the night.
The impressivesecond-half
performances were from freshman Pat Skerry, who led the
Jumbos in assists with 7, Feinberg, who had eight of his career-high 16 in a three-minute
stretch, and Klein, who picked
up WhereFeinbergleftoff.starting off with a three-pointercrufts’
only oneof thenight),andgoing
on to pick up 10 of his careerhigh 12in the last six minutes of
the game.
By that time, though, the
second-half damage had been
done: Colby had gotten a 30point lead (100-70 on a Brian
Connors three-pointer with 3:22
left), and stretcheditto 32 (10472) before settling for the 27point final margin.
Hancuckhadonlyscorednine
more points in eight minutes in
the second half (to finish with
39, the most points scored in a
game against the Jumbos since
God knows when).
Aftewards, the Jumbos were,
to a man, devastated. “I thought

Ilettheteamdown,”saidsenior
Steve Cronin, who managedenly
five points, and whose eight
rebounds were only second on
the team (to McMann’snine). “I
feel I have to go out tomorrow
night and regain some respect - from the team and from the
coaching staff.”
Sheldon looked at the big
picture. “We’ve got to mature
as a team,”he stressed. “They’ge
young.”
“I think we might have come
out nervous,” admitted freshman Norman (11 points). “It
was good to get rid of those
first-game nerves.”
“Maybe this was the best thing
for us,” mused Blatchford, “to
bring us down to reality.”
Feinberg agreed. “We needed
an early kick in the ass.”
And Now For Something Not
Completely Different
Less than 24 hours later,they
were ready. Really ready, this
time.
Granted, this Bowdoin team
was not the Colby team of Friday night. But this Tufts team
was not the Tufts team of Friday
night, either.
The Jumbos took their first
lead of the year on a Feinberg
free throw, and about two minutes in, Blatchford got the ball
beyond the three-point line,
slightly left of straight away.

seq MEN,. page €7

.
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continued from page 7
Thloloe stated, of “the blacks
rejecting the crumbs from the
master’s table, but the government is intent on forcing them
down [their] throats.”
The government, Thloloe
said, advocates a new constitution
where no one racial group is
dominant. But, Thloloeasserted,
this really means racial separation with white control. The
proposed constitution is based
on the October elections, which
rejected it by the majority. “It is
so obvious that the foundation
is rotten,” Thloloe said.
“The South African government,” he added, “wants to be
accepted in the western world,
but is not prepared to pay the
price [of liberation]. They are
trying to hoodwink you into
believing that we are not as bad
as you’re trying to paint us. They
willreleaseafewprisoners,will
commute the death sentencesof
the Sharpeville Six, but it will
not do anything about the core
of the problem.”
Thloloe predicted the coinciding of spontaneous and organized violence in the future.
“I see a descent into worse

violence before things get any
better.” The South African
government is trying to convince everyone of serious reform, Thloloe continued, in a
ploy to allow them to continue
at their own pace. “And for
God’s sake we have been patient. We’ve had 336 years of
waiting.
There is a particular arrogance, Thloloe said, when we
adopt the idea that someone who
does not speak English cannot
govern him or herself. “Let us
not look at disparities in education and say the black man cannot establish a democracy.”
Economic Sanctions
Answering a question on the
image of the US in SA, Thloloe
responded that the US is unpopular because of its policy of
“constructive engagement.”
He went on to say that sanctions are successful in three
respects. First, immigrationinto
SA has stopped almost completely. Next, commenting on
the Sullivan Principles, which
many people still uphold, he
said, “companies[following the
principles] kept within the law,
”

TO: ALL CHINESE GRADUATE
STUDENTS
You and your friends are invited to a Chinese
lunch at the ASIANETART House next week.

they did nothing to break it.
Most refused to recognizeblack
trade unions.” For this reason,
they did not deservethe support
that they received for merely
following these principles.
Thirdly, the sports boycott has
forced the integration of teams. .
This has “contributed tremendously towards breaking apartheid in sports.”
On the matter of tribal divisions, Thloloe said that it is
“South African propaganda,
inter-tribal fights are rare. More
often it is a case of inter-organizational conflicts.”
Where the Struggle May
Lead
Thloloe said that the struggle

ACLU

-

continued from page 7
ernment, anything that anyone
doesatanystage;theycanmake
a difference.”
He added that he believes in
the differences the ACLU is
trying to make. Through the
membership drive, he has promoted and helped expand the
support for the values in the Bill
of Rights, he explained.
Senior Lara Sanders, a
member of the Tufts Democrats,
was one of the Tufts students
who joined the ACLU Wednesday. “I think Americais in jeop-

is a “question of eroding the
whiteman’swill to rule. They’re
breaking down to the point of
talking of sharing power. We’re
managed to break social apartheid in sports.”
He added, however, that “the
core of political and economic
power hasn’t changed. There has
been a slow erosion of [whites’]
confidence, and they are desperate because reserves are
running out.They have no money
to pay any debt, and need international capital.” The struggle
is a “whole combination of internal and external factors.”
The possibility of a violent
struggle is not ruled out, Thloloe explained. “The govern-

ment has expressed themselves
more in violent conflict. There
will be an increasein the type of
violence now, but full-scale
revolution, like China and the
USSR, I don’t think this will be
the case. I don’t think this [large
scale violence] is possible on a
national scale and sustained for
a number of days.”
Although conceding that
“we’ve won a few victories along
the way,” Thloloe stated, “I
don’t expect the government to
release power. It will be a bloody
path to that point. It is more
difficult to change the corc of
the problem. What’s happened
so far is just peripheral!

ardy of forgetting the First
Amendment rights,” she said,
“and I uphold the principle of
giving money to suppoit those
rights, even if it is used to defend people I don’t like such as
Oliver North.” Immediately after
signing up, she boasted, “I’m
proud to be a card-carrying
member. ”
According to Amdur, the Tufts
Democrats have had a very
productive semester. “As this
event has shown,” said Amdur,
“there is still a lot we can do

here on campus, and the Tufts
Democrats provides an outlet
for your [student] activism if
you are interested in the causes
that we support, upholding the
values and causes of the Democratic party and the ACLU.”
Roger Baldwin, the father of
the ACLU, once said, “So long
as we have enough people in
this country willing to fight for
their rights, we’ll be called a
democracy.”

“Our depth showed itself,”
said Horan. “We beat them
handily, this should go a long
way to boosting our confidence.”
The Lord Jeffs were exactly what
this team needed after the beating it took at the hands of Navy.

But the Jumbos cannot rest
on their laurels. This Friday, they
will hit the road to play a dual
match against eighth-ranked
Trinity and fourth-rankedFranklin and Marshall.

”

MSOWASH
13 continued%om page
turned from his injury to join
Obermeier, Waldorf, and Vega
in sweeping their opponents.
Navaro, a freshmen, won his
second consecutive match, 3-1,
and Porter and Horan also won
with 3-1 scores.

The CHINESE CULTURE CLUB
and members of the
ASIAN HOUSE (START HOUSE)
invite you to a

STEPHEN ETTLINGER,

CHINESE LUNCH
next week.

will speak on

ON TUESDAY, DECEMBER 6th

~’71

TURNING YOUR IDEAS INTO
A BOOK

-ZAMPARELLI ROOM,
CA M - P - U X C C E N T E R

11:30 A.M.

WE ENCOURAGE ALL TO ATTEND!!:

and

DATE: MONDAY, DECEMBER 5,1988
TIME: OPEN BLOCK- 11:30 am to 1:30pm
PLACE: ASIAN HOUSE / START HOUSE,
17 Latin Way. The white house
. across .fromthe campus center.
,’ r
,*

SE LUNCH**

GETTING YOUR PHOTOS

PUBLISHED

3:OO

P.M.

--TALBOT
FINE ARTS LOUNGE,
AVE.

XI

Ettlinger is an independent book producer and freelance picture editor based in
New York Fity. He functioned a s producer, editor and co-author of his first major
book, n e Co
strated Guide to Even
(1988). His f i r s t s k , Vietnam: The LandW
-is scheduled for
release in 1989. He also served as picture editor for the book, A Dav in the Life of
Was: Irish
Australia.and the agent for Jill Freedman‘s fifth book,
Moments

-

SPONSORED BY COMMUNICATIONS AND MEDIA
STUDIES AND THE DEPARTMENT OF FINE ARTS
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continued from page 3
publications emphasize maps
96 percent and nitrogen dioxide
emissions by 76 percent. The
showing large arrows that folreduction of emission levels of
low the path ofpollutantswhich
originate in US industrial censulfur dioxide, a compound
ters, but which are dumped responsible for two-thirds of acid
rain in U.S., can be achieved by
downwind in the Canadian wilwashing coal (30 percent rederness. Both tourism and lumber are economically important duction), scrubbing (80-95
industries in Canada, and both
percent reduction),or through a
are threatened by acid rain.
. variety of other experimental
and proven methods.
Existing technology can
Senator George Mitchell led
substantially reduce sulfur diefforts to pass a reauthorization
oxide and nitrogen oxide emisof the Clean Air Act that would
sions. Catalytic converters rereduce emissions across the
duce hydrocarbonemissions by

Board. The original Clean Air
Act, which was putintoeffectin
the early 70s was a start in
cleaning up the skies, but needs
improving. Much more is now
known about the link between
acid rain and sulfur dioxide and
nitrogen oxideemissions.There
are now new and more effective
methods of prevention which
can be used. Unfortunately,this
prevention costs money that
industries producing the emissions are not willing to pay.
Congressionalopponentsof the

bill were backed by the coal and
automotiveindustries,and were
successful in defeating it this
year. However, the bill stands a
better chance for passage next
year as one opponent, Senator
Robert Byrd, who controlled the
Scnate schedulc, leaves his
position as majority leader and
Mitchell assumes that position.
The bottom line in this issue
is, of course, money. And as is
the case with many other social
or environmentalproblems,the
organizations with the money

assassinatingthePLOmembers
who agreed with it, the Palestinians would have a homeland
today! The agreement stated
that: 1) There would be free
elections in the West Bank and
Gam. 2) When the results of the
elections were known, Israel
would withdraw completely and
would only keep Stations in some
important points integral to its
security. 3) The Palestinian
people would have legitimate

have the right of veto ovcr a
forum led by four parties that
would further negotiateits fate - Egypt, Jordan, Israel, and the
Palestinians thcmsclvcs. How
could the Palestinians find thc
forum unacceptablewhen it was
to contain a majority of Arabs?
The United States govcmment sharcs Siegal's opinions
toward the PNC and expounded
on those opinionswhen Schultz
denied Arafat the right to cntcr

are not going to help willingly.
The government must force
industries to deal with the problems they help to create. It isour
responsibility to ensure that the
government protects our welfare and that of future generations, and not the short-sighted
intcrcsts of industry.

John finger, ajunior,is majoring
in civil engineering and
environmental studies.

PNC-

continued from page 3
global sympathy without forcing them to commit to an unambiguous position.
Secondly, the PNC has not
renounced terrorism inside the
Israeli state, only outside. This
is the point that infuriates Secretary of State Schultzthe most.
It reserves the right to use violence in its fight for independence.
Thirdly, the PNC laid claims
to its statehood unilaterally. This

out the intermediate steps that
have been proposed again and
again by the Israelis, and without the five year trial period that
was offered in the Camp David
agreement of 1979. Obviously,
the Israelis would never accept
such an abrupt change. According to Siegal, the PLO refused
to accept the proposals made by
Egypt, Israel and the US at these
talks because the proposals were
notenough in their favor.If they

decision, but also recognized
the complexities of it. He said
that he understood why it was
considered an unpopular move,
especially since it probably
violated the US-UN agreemcnt
to dlow speakers. But he pointed
Out that diplomatic Precedence
SuPports the hazy legality surrounding the decision.
Rob ~ O S C O Wisajunior

%'Iish

and

Again and again we say to ourselves, "jeeeez,
production is the greatest. We love it so much and
everybody is so nice and we've made so many
friends and we all like each other and laugh and
stuff." Aren't you envious? Join the fun. Do layout.
Call us at 381-3090

I-IOLIDAY SING
WEDNESDAY, DEC. 7
q:oo-q:30 p.m.

l l o l l d o ~Concert I n the ClioDeI wlth Turts University

4:30-5:00 P.M.

Eross Cnsatible, dlrected by Albert DlPletro
Tree Llglitliis otid l l o l l d o ~Slng outslde between
Goddord Cliu~elotid Gollou Iloll, led by Lliido
Gubrlele, Reglstrur

5:00-5:30 F,In.
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SWIMMING
the 100-free,a time he did not
better until February last year.
Junior Todd Hurley turned in
the fastest sprint of the day by
swimming the third leg of the
freestyle relay in 49.83.
While the divingevents have
never been a noted strength for
Tufts, this year’s team, under
the tutelage of Snodgrass, has
three capable divers -- all of
whom arejuniors. The team has
high expectations for Kirk Kolligian, who Megerle feels can
place well at the New Englands
in March. Paul Wolstencroft and
Dennis Hamilton are both potential p i n t scorers who are
rapidly improving.
The butterfly stroke,considered by many to be the most
taxing, is the team’s weakest
area, although Megerle seems
pleased by the team’s attitude.
“We are trying to dispel the
myth surrounding the 200 Butterfly,” said the coach, “and
now we’re getting five or six
guys who ask to swim !heevent

each meet.” This positive attitude could translate into some
good performances as the
younger swimmers get more
comfortable with the event.
If the first meet is any indication, this seasoncould be a good
one for the Jumbos. Many swimmers came through with personal bests or their best unshaven
times. “That is extremely rare
in early December meets when
people are learning how to race”
said Megerle. The swimmers
seem to be in agreement that
this team has more depth then
last year’s, is stronger,and has a
plethora of freshman talent. That
couldbetheperfectmix asTufts
looks ahead to difficult meets
this week against University of
New Hampshire (Tuesday) and
rival Bowdoin (Saturday).
Clark Is First Victim
On Friday, the Jumbos won
their first meet of the season at
Clark Universityby the score of
165-78. Clark,.which does not
have an especially strong team.

provided the Jumbos with an
opportunity to swim off events.
The meet also provided the team
with a chance to swim some
events that are in championship
meets but not in the dual meet
format.
Ingardia completed a tough
double, winning both the 400
IM and the 500 yard freestyle.
Seery won the 100 yard backstroke, just nudging out teammate Hurley. The divers swept
the top three places in both the
one meter and three meter
competitions.
Tufts dominated virtually
every event as eight Jumbo
swimmers captured nine of the
10 individual events and both
relays. Megerle was pleased by
the days events.
“Everyone got involved.
Everyone actively cheered on
their teammates and swam events
they don’t ordinarily get to swim.
All in all, a successfuIday,” he
said.

Jacobson said that he would
have preferred to sit down with
the trustees and discuss the issue rather than formally addressing them, as outlined in the
memorandum.
“We were hoping to speak to
them, not at them ...We wanted
to speak to them as equals,” he
said.
Jacobson also expressed displeasure with the fact that although the trustees wrote the
memorandum on November 8,
a day after the Board of Trustees

meeting, they did not release it
until November 23.
The Trustee’s decision to
review the issue of divestment
followed increasing student
pressure on the issue. Recently
a group of students submitted a
statement and a petition containing 2,300 student signatures.
The petition stated that those
who signed it will withhold all
contributionsof money or other
gifts to the University until the
trustees divest

Typing and t e l e p h o n e e x p e r i e n c e p r e f e r r e d .
Computer knowledge h e l p f u l , b u t we w i l l
train.

-

8
10 hrs./wk. d u r i n g t h e S p r i n g term,
and 30+ hrs./wk. i n t h e Summer.
T h i s summer., t a k e a c o u r s e o r two ( i n
any time b l o c k ) while you e a r n money.
Reduced rates f o r on-campus summer housing
a v a i l a b l e on a l i m i t e d b a s i s f o r f u l l - t i m e
workers.

OFFICE OF CONTINUING EDUCATION AND SUMMER SCHOOL

C a l l 381-3562.

SENATE

continued from page 1
to all trustees.
Mayer’s “Statement on
Divestment,” which was printed
in the Daily on Thursday, asked
that Tufts community members
submit their views on divestment to the trustees office to aid
them in their review of Tufts’
policy on South Africa.
The memorandum also requested that the faculties of the
University schools appoint a
representative to address the
trustees at the January 17 meeting.

Looking f o r r e s p o n s i b l e s t u d e n t t o
assist busy office s t a f f w i t h phones,
mail.ings, d a t a c o l l e c t i o n , and f i l i n g .

STUDENTS, STAFF and FACULTY
We need your
...p oetry, fiction, art, essays, personal experiences
and cartoons...
for.a brand new

LESBIAN, GAY, AND BISEXUAL PUBLICATION
You can remain anonymous in the publication, but
your name and number on the original for editing
contact purposes.

Drop submissions at the TLGBC MAILBOX in the
Campus Center.
Written submissions should be typed and doublespaced. For more info: 38 1-3580.

Ask f o r Anne Marie.

KSA
ANNOUNCEMENTS

A. Election Results
President: James Suh
Vice-Presidents: Natalie Chu and Rick Park
Treasurer: David Ahn
Secretary: Serena Paik
Athletics Coordinator: Hyeok Choi
Social Coordinators: Yoonmee Chang and
Bon Koo
Public Relations: Hank Hahm and Anna Kang

B. All officers, new and old, will meet for an important meeting on Tuesday night, December 6, at 10
PM in C150’s Latin Way.
C. KSA’s last event of the semester:
Study Break for all members on Tuesday, December 13, at lOPM in C150s Latin Way. Come enjoy a
break and some good food!
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continued from

Dage 13
Nobody was rusiing out to nim,
and he had all the time in the
world.
Swish.
It all clicked for the Jumbos
early -- they shot well (.571 in
the first half), but when they
didn’t,they rebounded well, they
played defense well, both individual and team, and they were
under control.
Cronin, in particular, was on
a mission. His eight offensive
rebounds (and team-high 11 total)
led the Jumbos to a 42-32 game
advantage over Bowdoin and
earned a number of second
opportunities for Tufts.
“He really stepped up,”
praised Sheldon. “He had a good
game.”
Cronin had a marvelous offensive layin off a Blatchford
miss to make it 10-4,Tufts, but
Bowdoin freshman guard Dennis Jacobi kept Bowdoin in the
game early, flying by Tufts defenders left and right for layups
or passes off the penetration.

Jacobi finished with 16 points
and nine assists.
But the Jumbos were playing
together more as a team, exemplified by a sequence where
Blatchfordmissedajumper, but
Klein saved the ball from going
out of bounds, and McMann
wound up hitting a left-hand
runner in the lane and getting
fouled.(l3-10,Tufts).
Skerry and Bruce Yamall
entered the game and were both
impressive in a short span, Yarnall rebounding,blocking shots
and wheeling into the lane to hit
a shot over three Bowdoin defenders. Skerry,meanwhile, hit
his only shot and dished out two
assists in his first five minutes,
but fell to the floor after a Mike
Kryger three-pointer cut the
Jumbos’ lead to 21-19.
Skerry limped off the court
with a sprained right ankle, and
the thin Jumbo backcourt got a
little thinner. But, with all the
confidence in the world, Sheldon called on junior Bill Ben-

NASSAU $ 3 7 9 ~ ~
7NIGHTS CAMCUN ~ 4 7 9 p p
4NlGHTS

son.
No Relation To Kent
If Bill Benson’s varsity career ended before Saturday night,
Tufts might have seriously
thought about retiring his chaiir.
The junior had managed to see
action in only three games in
the past two years. But the
Morgan, VT native stepped in
for 17 minutes of near-perfect
basketball, dishing out six assists (with no turnovers), grabbing two rebounds, playing tough
defense, and calmly sticking a
jumper from the left baseline
with 35 seconds left in the half
to give Tufts a 37-31 lead. His
play gave the Jumbosa huge lift
going into the half.
“It felt good,” grinncd Benson afterwards. “I always wanted
to play when the game meant
something. I was a littlc ncrvous, but once I settled in, it was
fine. I was just pleased to get the
chance.”
Benson’s play, combined with
another Klein run (three hoops
in twominutes, the lastacrowdpleasing, dipsy-domove underneath the hoop), gave the Jumbos a 37-32 lead at the half.
“The first half felt good,”
said Klein.
“Offensively,”Sheldon said,
“we executed a lot better and
got some easy shots. We got
what we wanted. as far as shots.”
Hey! It All Works
“I think we played 36 minutes of good ball,” said Klein
after the game, and the first 10
minutes of the second half were
as good as the Jumbos have
looked since thrashing the
alumni.
Blatchford started it off with
a three-pointer (three of 15 second-half points), and McMann
inside hoops started and finished
a 10-1 run that became a 17-5
run when Blatchford’s threepointer from about 20 feet out
gave the Jumbos a 59-46 lead
with 11:09 left to play.
The lead was still 13 (61-48)
after Blatchford faked a threepointer, drove to the hoop and
banked one in. With only 9: 13
left to go, the Jumbos looked to
be in control.
Deja Vu
The next four minutes,
though, would be all too familiar for long-timeJumbo fans, as
the Polar Bears ran off a 15-2
run that pulled them right back
into the game. And like the
descent against Colby, it all
started with an opposing player
on the line -- all alone.
“I guess my technical
changed things a little bit,” sighed
Sheldon afterwards. Sheldon was
hit with the T for standing too
far in front of the bench, out on
the court.
Jacobi hit the two free throws,
and the tide was turning. Bowdoin scored on their following

PUERTO la CRUz $ 5 9 9 ~ ~

7NIGflTS
VENEZUELA, t
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Inel. all hotelroom taxma & aervico charges.
Dep.rt ure taxes not includwd.

6 17-266-1926

BOOK NOW1

BOSTON
729 Eovlrton St.. Sulte 201

617-497-1497

CAYBlllDQR
1384 MUL Ave, Sulte 200

Uncork
the skills
for success.
Theopportuni to
work part or d-time
in an exciting and
challengmg environment
awaits you.
At New England
Bartenders School, ’
you’lllearn the very
marketable sMls of
bartending and gain
the confidence needed
for the field.
Find out how rewarding
bartending can be.
New England

“NewEngland
Bartenders School
gizJesyou the skills
g u need. AII you
Bartenders
ve to do is take
schoo’ Call today.
than out info the
marketplace.
(617) 247-1600
-Ron ArieZi
o f M c G ~ u a n s 811 Ebylston Street, Boston, MA 02116
“
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threw up an air ball and Kryger
(18 points) hit a three-pointer,it
was 61-55, and Shcldon wanted
a time out.
It didn’t help.
Cronin made a nicc move on
the ncxt play, but his shotrollcd
around the rim and wouldn’t
drop, and Kcvin O’Kccfe (14
points) converted an offensivc
rebound of a missed threcpointer. By the time Klein missed
a thrcc-pointerand Yarnall was
called for pushing off on O’Keefc
on the rebound (O’Kecfe madc
two frcc throws), it was all tied
at 63-63.
“We should have takcn thcir
heart and ripped it right out,”
said Cronin afterwards.“But we
missed a couple of easy chips - me included -- and rhcy showed
a lot of guts.”
Senior Mike Burnett canned
a three-pointerto give Bowdoin
their first lead with 3:19 left
(66-65), but Blatchford came
right back down and nailed a
trey of his own.
And it was crunch time.
“Hey, we’re learning.”
Jacobi tied it up as he flewby
the Tufts defense again for a
layup (the kid was fast), and
Blatchford and Burnett traded
missed three-pointers. Bowdoin’s
Dan Train (12 rebounds) grabbed
the offensive rebound of
Burnett’s miss, though, but Scott
Klcin blocked his shot off him
and out of bounds. Tufts ball.
“I was trying to concentrate
on defense in the second half,’’
admitted Klein.
With three guys on him in
the lane, McMann’s shot went
off thc rim, but Cronin grabbed
the last of his eight offensive
rebounds and was fouled with
1:09 left. It was the first Tufts
free throws of the second half;
Bowdoin had already shot 17
(for an obscene 34-8 game advantage).Cronin hit the first but
missed the second, and Tufts
had a 69-68 lead.
Bowdoin stalled for almost
the entire 45-second clock, and
then Burnett caught the Jumbos
defense off guard, spotting a
gap and driving by Cronin for a
banker off the glass,which gave
Bowdoin a 70-69 lead with 28
seconds left.
It would be the winning basket, as McMann missed in the
lane with two guys on him and
Kryger made his two ftee throws
on the resulting foul.
“[McMann]cameover to the
huddle and said, ‘Give me the
ball,”’said Sheldon,“and1said,
‘Okay.’ We set up a play and
went to him. He can score inside, and we got it to him and it
went in and went out. But 1’11 go
to him 10 more times in the
same situation.”
The last few seconds were
not exactly perfunctory. Up by
three. Bowdoin smartly fouled

although Garach missed the front
end of his 1-and-1, Klein
SwOOped in and laid in the rebound, putting the Jumbos down
by one (72-71) with four seconds left.
But Blatchford’s swipc at
Jacobi was called intentional.
Jacobi made one of two, but
then received the long inbounds
pass on the Tufts baseline, giving Tufts the ball with one second left on the clock.
But Klein’s touchdown pass
was batted away, and the Jumbos were 0-2.
“We’re learning,” said Sheldon after the game. “Theseguys
have got to get game time -serious in-front-of-the-crowd
game time.”
Now What?
“We haven’t shot as well as I
thought we could,” admitted
Sheldon aftcr his second loss,
“but I was much happier with
our defense tonight.”
Sheldon also keeps scarching for his ‘winners,’ which
caused Feinberg to see only 13
minutes of play Saturday night
(7 points), which no doubt displeased the senior quad-captain.
Sheldon has also been unable to
find much time for-Mikc Milobsky (two points each game),
mainly because of the excellent
play OfMcMannandKlein.But,
like Benson, Milobsky will
probably get his chance, as
Sheldon has no fears about his
bench, except for perhaps its
depth.
“It was a big factor losing Pat
[Skerry],” said Sheldon. “He’s
different than Dave {Garach]...
Dave’s going to get tired, and
Pat can do things a little bit
differently. Pat’s going to be
one of my garners.”
Garach has struggled in his
fmt two games, dishing out only
threeassists(againstseven turnovers), and scoring only two
points. Skerry is questionable
for tonight’s game.
“I think we’re gelling as a
team,” said Cronin.“I think this
team has a lot of character. My
job as captain is to keep everybody loose.”
“We have to keep each other
up,” agreed Klein. “We have to
stay confident. I’m afraid some
of theguys will be a littledown.
Maybe they’ll think that we’re
not that good, that we can’t win.”
Even the freshmen, though,
refused to get down. “This is a
tough transition for me personally,” said McMann, who lost
exactly two of 33 games last
year. “[The freshmen] are used
to winning. It’s tough that way.
We still stay tight as a unit. But
it was obvious tonight that we
were the better team.”
“They’re hanging with me,”
Sheldon concluded, “and I’m
going to hang with them.”
Which is all part of the learn-
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continued from page 3 be of little economic consequence in effecting change in
SouthAfrica, the political ramifications of this action are potentially of great import. Tufts’
voice would join the mounting
world outcry for change in South
Africa. It is not at all out of the
realm of possibility that the voice
of leading educational institutions can influence national
politics; in our nation’s recent
history the strongest proof of
this is found. Politicians in the
United States thus may be influenced to press for change in
South Africa in real ways: by
working to establish summit
meetings, implcmcnting a gold
sanction, and using other efficacious vehicles of change.
This is why Tufts’ divestment is students’ first goal on
the road to change. Before one
can justifiably s p h e a d a neighborhood clean-up project, one
first must clean his or her own
yard.
In an effort to gauge student
sentiment and to engage in a
forceful, sustained and sustainable’protest of the University’s
continued-investment in corporations doing business in South
Africa, the following petition
and pledge was circulated and
was signcd by over 2,300 concerncd students:
“We, the undersigned, wishing to dcrnonstrateto the Board
ofTrustecsouroppositionto the
system of aparthcid in South
Africa and our continuing call
for Tufts University to promptly
and completely divest itself of
all holdings in corporations which
do business in or with South
Africa, pledgc not to contribute
money or othcr gifts to Tufts
University until the University
completely divests.”
This protest is not intended
to be a threat. It is a logical
approach to the issue, aimed at
bringing about a necessary
change in the University’s investment policies. The pledges
of future alumni not to give to
the University until it divests is
a certain way to guarantee that
their gifts will not be invested
into, and therefore will not support a system that they abhor.
However, should the University choose not to divest, the
effects of this protest will be of
consequence. 1989 will bring
not only the graduation and
matriculation of yet another class
of students,it also will bring the
graduationand matriculationof
our protest. If necessary, plans
already underway to include
parents and present alumni in
our pledge will be acted upon
with vigor. A decision to divest
will guarantee thata sincerewish
ofourswillcometrue:thatthese
pledges need not be put to the
test.
We have demonstratedthat a
substantialpmplion of the Tufts
community is in disagreement
with the community’s continued investmentsincorporations

doing business in South Africa.
It is not our intent to heighten
tensions between students and
administrators. Quite to the
contrary, we believe that actively working for change in
South Africa will bring students
and adminismitorstogether.We
invite the administratorsto join
us in the effort; without them,
our goals forever may be out of
reach. We urge the trustees to
open discussion on the issue once
again, and further, to bring it to
a vote and make the vote for
human rights, for change, for
progress.
If anything, continued investment in South Africa is a vote
for the status quo; it is a vote
that says there is no need to
changc. Revcrcnd Sullivan has
abandoncd his plan for change
because it did not work. He
abandoned his grading policy,
the one that our University still
employs, because progress was
not being achieved. Yet the
University still holds fast to this
failed plan and the failed logis.
of constructive engagement.
Tufts could re-invest easily in
corporationsnot doing business
in South Africa with no financial loss.
As it stands, Tufts places a
sizableportion of its investment
portfolio in a very unstable climate when it invests incorporations doing business in South
Africa. The potential for significant losses, both in alumni
participation and in the precarious political climate of South
Africa, is real.
If Tufts divests, it will be
acting to fulfill its role and responsibilitiesas a world leader.
Truly, divestment is only a beginning, but it is a necessary
first step in executing our responsibilitiesand commitments
to education, leadership,peace,
and light. With a vote to divest,
Tufts will join forces with universities which have divcsted
already, and will prompt those
who haven’t to do so.
In the very near future, the
Tufts community as a whole
can work for change in South
Africa by partaking in lecture
series and symposia, debates, a
Tufts community gold boycott
coupled with a call for a gold
sanction, and by working to bring
about summit meetings. To
pursue these and other modes of
change at the present time would
be to do so slightly prematurely
and extremely hypocritically.
Boycotts of other products,
companies, and nations cannot
even be entertained while our
community is invested in the
apartheid system.
We look for greater unity in
our community; we think it is
certainly possible. We look for
student interest and concern
about human rights: we have
found it in numbers and commitment that exceed what were
our highest eroals. We look for

realize that looking can be a
very passive thing. So, we have
acted. We are committed wholeheartedly to working for change
in SouthAfricaandfortherelief
O f o P P r e s ~peoples’ sufferings.
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Ourfitmove,ofnecessity,must
be divestment.
We look to the Board of
Trustees. We hope they will share
our vision for change. we hope
that the Tufts community as a

whole will work b guarantee
that all of Tufts’ potential in
education and in inspired, responsible leadership are realized.
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A thicker film’ c&ering on
superconductivematerial would
reduce the amount of heat lost,
and would therefore reduce the
size of computersbecause units
could be placed closer together.
He added that films which
are classified as thick are only
.03 millimeters in width.
The two students were
membersof a team of mechanical engineers who were doing
research on superconductivity

last year. Miaoulis, who led the
group, said that it is the only
undergraduate research group of
its kind in the country.
Another member of the group,
Susan MacPhetres, placed first
in a Society of Women Engineers competition this year.
MacPhetres then placed fourth
in the national competition,
which was held in Puerto Rice.
Miaoulis said that because
the field is so new, the group

knew little about superconductivity before they began their
research a year and a half ago.
Miaoulis said tha$ he also presented research on superconductivity, based on the students
research, to the ASME.
Barrett is currently working
as a mechanical engineer in
Virginia. Lipman is studying
mechanical engineering on the
graduate level at Tufts.
1

Amalgamates, Bubs, Cheap Sox, Dance, Exhibits, Food, Gospel Choir, Humor, Ink Drawings,
Jills, Killer Tomatoes, Lectures, Movies, Novels,
Orchestra, PPP’s, Queen, Rotondi, Sarabande,
Torn Ticket II, U2, Vaughan, WMFO, XTC, Young
and the Restless, Ziggy’s ...
From A to 2, the Daily Arts section has got it
covered.
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Are you sick
of reading the same stupid filler every day???

The Daily has a cure!Join the Tufts Daily production staff and put your creativity to work.

Call 381-3090.

-

The Peace and Justice
Studies Program has
positions open for students on
our executive board. Have
input into this innovative
program and into the process
of your education. Work
closely with faculty and
administrators. First and
Second year students
encouraged to apply. Letters
of interest due by Wed., Dec.
7. Stop by PJS in Miner Hall
or call x2261 for info.

City SportsMagazine
the largest national participant sports magazine is
looking for spring interns in
editorial , sales, and
promotions. Learn about the
publishing and sports
marketing industry. Call
Tracey at 623-3200
INK ADINKADO
Join team of college students.
Sell our funny rubber stamps
at Faneuil Hall--artistic
interest helpful. Work in our
factory or office--we'll teach
you how to make stamps. PT/
m. Call 426-3458.

RIDE NEEDED
to Poughkepsie, or as close as
I can get. Leave Friday 12/9.
Will pay for usuals. Please
help. Call Rob, anytime, at
629-8446.

Wanted: French
Native to be research
Assistant to Art History
Professor who is writing book
on Renoir. Translation
research, word processing
and typing. $7 per hour.
Tuesdays and/or Thursdays,
5-7 hours per week. W O ~
study stdent prefemd. Call
Christine or Joanne at 3813573.
CAMPUS
Clubs, bands, O I ' g ~ ~ t
etc. If you are having an
event - a movie, dance, show,
coffee house, whatever- Let
the WEEKENDER know.
We'll list you in our ON
CAMPUS Section FREE.
Call 01write the Weekender
Editor at the Daily
Gain valuable
experience while still eaming
great money. last summer's
average pay was 58,O00.00.
Positions filling quickly. For
more information please call
1-800-922-5579 or 508-4815504 and leave a message for
Jeff Millar.

Greenpeace
Worried about: OCEAN
DUMPING? GREENHOUSE
EFFECT? TOXIC CONTAMINATION? Work with
Greenpeace. the non-violent
direct action oriented
international environmental
organization, and do
something about it! Pick your
DWII days to work MondaySundav from 2 m . - l h m .
9
1
1Max at 5%-2521'
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3 ROOMS available for

i O

spring '89. Right across from
Latin Way on Powderhouse
Blvd. - new bath, wall-to-wall
carpeting, furnished living
room, spacious kitchen,
driveway space - call 6231716/
~
666-5264
Sublet Available
Dec 15/Jan I! 3 bedrooms
(Ig) in the Porter/Davis
Square area. $IO00 a month.
Dining room, living rooom,
newly redone hardwood
floors,e-i kitchen + bedroom.
A georgeous apt. in a nice,
quiet neighborhood. Call
623-1563.

Spring 89 Housing
1 Bedroom available in the
coziest 3-bedroom apartment.
This place is FULLY
FURNISHED- no need to
supply bed, dresser, desk,
chairs... they're all there!
Apartment also has a terrace,
BBQ, microwave, toasteroven. Only an 8 minute walk
to campus from Greenleaf
Ave. $275/month. Call Ruth
391-8634. No answering
machine so please keep
trying!
NEED SPRING '89
HOUSING?
2 Rooms in a very modem
house. Fully furnished, wall
to wall carpeting 1
kitchens, dishwasher, 2
bathrooms, living room w/
skylight, and perfect
conditions! Call 623-0726.

In

One Female Sublettor
needed for Spring 1989 directly across the street from
campus on Powderhouse
Blvd. Newly renovated
bedroom and bathroom,
furnished den, spacious
kitchen. Call Daryl at 7761064 or Amy at 623-1783 or
just leave a message.

Free room in beautiful
house in exchange for babysitting. Close to campus.
Own large room and halfbath. Start anytime or at start
of spring semester. Call 3911971.
Apartment for Rent
Somewille. Near Winter Hill.
3 Bedroom - $800; 3
Bedroom - $750; 2 Bedroom
- $750. No pets. On bus line.
No fee.
Tel. 623-1975

Spanish House
Has rooms available for
Spring 1989! Live on
campus (125 Powderhouse)
in our special interest house
and practice your Spanish.
Call Prof. Rosso-O'Laughlin
1036 Mon t h Thurs.
~
1230 at
381-3294 for info.

Rent a room and get free use
of indoor pool, weights and
raquetball courts. Owner of
new 2BR/2BA condo looking
for roommate $700hn
includes utilities, 1 car space.
Between Tufts and T on Rt
16. Call evenings 396-9147.

Great 3 Bedroom
Apartment near Ball Square.
Sunny, hardwood floors,
great condition. Available
December 1 (or slightly
earlier) Call Judith.
497-9180 Days
776-8996 Eves.

Spring Sublettor Wanted
20 Curtis Ave. .
(Also room available on first
floor) Beautiful apt. w/prime
location - almost on campus.
Reasonable Rent for
information call Ann at 6231522

Great Spring Subkt
large bedroom w/ 3 windows.
Only 8 minute walk from
campus. $240/month heat
and water included. 235 Main
St. Medford. Call 391-8670,
ask for Leila.

3 friendly, responsible
people needed to share
spacious house 3 min. from
Davis Sq., 5 min from
campus. Pets OK, no
smoking, drugs or booze pls.
Prefer grad students 23+. 280
or 26O/mo includes heat. Dec
15 or Jan 1.
776-4693 ask for Belh.

Furnished Apartment
I need to sublet my room to
one female for next semester.
The apartment is very nice,
very close to campus and the
rent is negotiable. Please call
Debbie Ball at 625-4202
Three bedroom apartment
on College Ave. Across the
street from Talbot Ave.
L r g e bedrooms, living
rooms, working fireplace,
microwave oven, refrigerator,
washeddryer, track lighting,
flexible lease. Best housing
possible. $340/room. Call
628-8359.
1 enormous bedroom
available Spring semester. In
Davis Sq. Low rent.
Furnished. Call 625-1595.

TICKET SALES
DISCLAIMER
Scalping concert and other
ticket events is illegal.
Beginning November 17 All
Forsoles of this nature must
include the sale price of all
tickets for sale. Anyone who
sells or purchases scalped
tickets will assume all
liabilities from engaging in
such activity.
Cawitone Synthesizer.
Perfect condition. Drum pads
and over 200 pre-programed
chord variations. Worth over
$200 but it can be yours for
$150 or best offer. Great
Christmas Gift. call Graham
at 116-6180
Plane ticket 4-sale
Minneapolis, MN
1 round- trip ticket for sale.
Depart Dec. 21, Return Dec.
29. Total Price $160. call
666-4880
Newton Travel SVC
The only travel agency with z
registered professional travel
agent ON CAMPUS. We can
help you at no charge with all
your travel plans, including
spring break. Experts in
international flights. Booked
your own ticket directly with
an airline? Let us deliver
your ticket at no charge and
get a free highlighter pen.
Call 629-9780.

Wonderful 3-4
Bedroom apartment available
near campus. Modem bath
and kitchen with dishwasher.
Hardwood floors, newly
painted, porch. Rent includes
heat. $950 per month. Call
566-1687

FUTONS
Frames, covers, Direct from
Factory! Futons are 8 inches
thick and haridmade. Full
Cotton $89.00, Full Cotton/
Foam $1 19.00. Other sizes
available. Free Delivery!
Call 629-2339 or 629-2802.

SPRING '89 SUBLET
Female needed to fill 1 m. in
3 bedroom apartment You
not only get great housemates
but also a large walk-incloset! Laundry/store around
comer. $300/month &
utilities. 625-3255 - leave
message.

THE AUDIO CONNECTION is back! For the 7th
straight year, The Audio
Connection offers the Tufts
Community unbelievable
savings on new stereo
equipment. We cany all
major brands at considerable
discounts even lower than the
"sale prices'' at local stores.
We list receivers, decks, CD
players, speakers, separates,
VCR's and more, all with full
manufacturer's service
warrantees. Also, Maxell
XLII tapes are now $1.89
each in cases of 11 and
TDKs are in stock. Call
Andy now at 628-9214 or
Otis at 666-4869 for full
product and price information. THEAUDIO
CONNECTION!

Female Sublettors
needed for furnished room in
4 BDRM APT for Spring '89.
House is very close to
campus on Bromfield Rd.
Washer & Dryer. $250 +
utilities. Call 666-9764.

Brand new leatherjacket for
sale. Unisex. Call or leave
message at 776-0544.

. ~ _ . . . . _ - . . - - -- * - . -

Bradly needs a good home!
She's an extremely friendly
ball python: non-poisonous,
non-dangerous. She comes
with a cage and a hot rock.
She's about 2 years old and 4
feet long. 629-9062.

-

PLANE-TIX
Round Trip Boston Wash D.C. 12/23 - 1/15
$188.50 or B/O call Jen 6281624.
Couch For Sale 2 yrs old, tan, comfortable.
$100 or B.O. Please call and
leave a message
396-7691.
B I K E 21"Nashbar
12 Speed - 100 PSI 1"-Tires,
double drop outs, 2 years old
in mint condition. Also
included: 2 pumps, 5-mode
computer, cany bags, more
than $450 invested, asking
$300 or b/o 662-9492
Radar Detectors:
Whistler, Uniden - all models
& accessories available. Full
factory warranties. This
week's special: Whistler 200
- retail $109.95 Now $79.99.
Call for other models and
prices. Cordless phones and
answering machines also
available by Panasonic, Bell,
and GE. Call Ken 782-8881.
Wake 'N' Bakein beautiful Negril, Jamaica
for Spring Break '89. Very
affordable packages.
Organize group travel free.
Call 1-800-426-7710 or Jeff
(617) 242-2618.

Typing Service
Typing service. Theses,
Manuscripts, term papers,
reports, resumes, cover
letters. personalized letters.
envelopes, and general
typing. Qui& service and
reasonable rates. Call Pat at
492-2744
Typing
OR WORD PROCESSING
SERVICE. 395-5921 Papers,
neses, grad school
applications, Graduate/
Faculty projects, tape,
transcription, resumes, letters,
etc. on IBM, Reasonable
Rates. Serving Tufts students/
faculty for ten years. Five
minutes from Tufts. Call 3955921. Ask for Fran

.

...

Accurate Professional
to type papem repofis.

resumes and cover letters,
other correspondence, etc.
B.A. in English--proofreading
and editing assistance
available. Please call Nancy
at THE WORD PROCESS.
666-4266 (near Union
Square, Somerville).

THE PROCESSED WOkD
Theses or term papers got you
down? Call the best word
processing service in town.
Deadlines no problem,
reasonable rates, give us your
typing ... you'll have more
time for dates! Now
conveniently located in
Medford Square at 12 Forest
St. Pick up and delivery,
copy. notary, and fax
services. MC & VISA
accepted. CALL JANICE
395-0004

TYPING, WORD PROCESSING, EDITING and
cassette tape transcriptions.
Quick, accurate, professional
work. IBM selectric 111 and
IBM XT compact, computer.
12 years experience.
Reasonable rates. Located
near Davis Square. Call 6252489 ("OAK CITY")

Nutrition Counseling
Professional Nutriuonist
specializing in treatment of
eating disorders and weight
management--anorexia,
bulimia, compulsive
overeating, weight loss,
weight gain. Back Bay,
Boston, near Copley Square.
262-71 11.

When you need a Cab,
Call the safest and most
reliable Cabs in Medofrd.
Clean cars and clean drivers.
We are the only Cab
Company in Medford that accepts Reservations.
Tan Taxi 395-6666 or
396-6666

"Students Store Your
StuF'Store: cycles, books,
clothes, trunks, furniture,
stuff! !
As low as $35/month.
Moving services available.
Heated, alarmed, sprinkled.
Middledale Self Storage
Company.
120 Tremont SI., Everett 3895550.

Word Process
CMT Word Processing
Services will enter your
documents through our IBM
Computer, print text out letter
quality. $1.80 dsipg. 24 hr
service available. Free on
campus delivery. Call Cher
anytime 628-5439

Amnesty International
Meeting, Monday, Tonight at
7pm in the Terrace Room!
Come help us get r&dy for
the "Tree of Hope!"

Yau'U be astoni$hed
at how well
you'll be treated.
Marc D McGarry,
Psychotherapist
628-9807
Interview me without charge.

-

Attention SENIORS
Class of '89! Don't miss the
1st Annual Senior vs. Faculty
Basketball Game. Tuesday,
Dee. 8th at Cousens Gym. Be
there! Let's put the Faculty to
a test! Support Your Class!

The Laser Press
The Publishing and Graphic
Design specialists...
Newsleners, Flyers,
' advertisements, Invitations,
Menus, Letterhead, All
typesetting and more! We can
design your customs logos
and altwork. Call for more
info.or an estimre of your
work. David or Pearce - 7767232.

Are you interested in
becoming a peer counselor/
peer educator? Please come
to the SPARC Open Meeting
on Monday, December 5th at
5 pm in the Lane Rm.,
Campus Center. Questions?
Call Missy at 629-9813.

WORDPERFECT,
10 Holden Rd., Belmont, MA
02178; 617-489-2360
IBM/PC word processing,
splchk/punc, handwritten OK,
free disk storage, one extra
copy; $25 minimum, $1.50
per page. FAST SERVICE!

ATTENTION ALL ADVENTUROUS
SOULS!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
Come experience the BEST
Korean food in Boston. A
seven course meal for the low
cost of approximately $lo-THIS IS NO JOKE!?!?!?!?
The date is Thursday,
December 8,1988 at
*KOREA HOUSE* RSVP
necessary by Dec. 7--sign up
at the Asian House or attempt
to call Panamai at 629-8592.
HURRY, the finr twenty
people get FREE TRANSPORTATION!!! Sponsored
by the Asian Students Club.

Tuesday, Dee 6th,
join Stephen Ettlinger A'71,
who will sp.iak on: Tuming
Your Ideas into a Book.
11:30 AM - Zamparelli Room
Gening your Photos
Published - 3:OO PM Fine
A m Lounge, 11 Talbot Ave.

Mr. Groin,
Happy pseudo sorta oneyearish anniversary! I love
ya, hon.
Miss Tish.
,

To all the new sisters of
Alpha Phi:
In the morning you were
picked up at nine fif-ty,
Off to the Crane Room we
all went,
Because this was the day of
the big event!
Besides the cold and some
smoke in the room,
The ceremony went
smoothly and very soon,
Initiation was over and
before us stood,
Twenty-two amazing new
members of our sister-

J a 7

Happy Birthday you sarcastic
B! Here's to making music,
keeping up Lenny. Vermont
every weekend, negging Lax
Washington, Paris, cleptomania, and lots more. Thanks
for a great semester with lots
of laughs as always.
Love, Debra Sue

hood.

M o m (we won't say your
last name!) Happy 20th
Birthday, blousie! May todaj
be filled with chocolate and
peanut butter, random men
and a long trunk. w e love
you!
Shar and Sta,the Jersey Girls
from Hell

CONGRATULATIONS!!!!!
***=EM and AAAB***
Happy Hanukkah!!!
Bruce McMahon-

I have closely followed your
progress in Nova Express.
Keep up the good work!!
- A dedicated, but secret
admirer.

Happy
No Frills.
Birthday Moma.

Kevin, Beth, and Tracy:
We've missed you guys, and
we hope you have an exellent
time next semester. We're
looking forward to an$
amazing senior year!
Love, Lisa, Illysia, Kristin,
and Kristen

Mike.
Happy 21st Birthday
Caitliu Hughes.
Finally you made it, even
ahead of your "legal"
roommates. See you tonight!
PS. no more drinking alone

II

The Daily Commuter Puzzle
ACROSS
1 Bee group
6 Seaweed
10 Turn Into pulp
14
15 Ghostly
Gen. Bradley

COMICS

16 Feed the kitly
I ? Industrlallst
Ready to eat
18 CYNS
19 Heavenly
object

-

20 More beautiful
24
22

Caustlc
Chaplin
wlt

25
26 Chooses
Leg bones

Calvin and Hobbes

-

29 Coat digger
31 At
tor

by Bill Watterson
Now mange the circled lettersto
i o n the surprise answer. as sug
pested by the atwe canmn.

Answerhere:

D

m

I

(Answers Iomorrowl
~ w d r y . r JmbMs: MURKY WHILE JACWL RAMROD
Ansmr. A lour-letterword that s m w p l e find rnoY

"e4pctkmable"-"WORK"

BLOOM COUNTY
THE FAR SIDE

By GARY LARSON

by Berke Breathed

words
32 Flne raln
33 Demonstrate
37
Vegas
38 Ale measures
39 Hatchet
40
42 Insects
Pnmlnger

-

43 Shod tears
45 Thlngs to sell
47 Shows grlet
48 Believe In
51 Tunes
52 Means ol
Ilvellhood
53 CO8tS WallS
57 Snare
58 Son of Adam
80 Asslgn a
portion
.
61 Dimlnullve

Saturday's Puzzle Solved

8 Once around
the track
9 Gilts
10 Overcomes
11 caper
12 Begln
13 Start of a
toast
21
and outs
23 Pub offerlng
26 FDR's dog
ruttix
27 Ardor
62 NY college
28 Greatnst
63 Nodule of
number
stone
29 Cert8In
64 Rumlnlnt
candles
65 Theater .Ward
55 Coastal flyers 30 Pmportlon
word.
32 Tiny bit
1 Leak
DOWN
slowly
34 Head
2 H."*
covering
..-..an
-..
35 Yoked basts
3 A Johnson
36 M 8 h s
4 Turbulent
38 Palntlng ot a
5 Tutors
person
6 Seoul's
countty
41 Bmom user
7 Arab 11th
43 Sm811 bouqust

-

-

Doonesbury
MICWEL!
YOU L€&E

BY GARRY TRUDEAU

12105188

1%.

,NlCI,.

12105M1
44 He steals
46
47
48
19
50

51
cattle
53
Simian
54
Ms Farrow
55
Was on stage 56
blanche
Paeklnp case 59

-

Assuage
Actor Sean
NC college
l o o k the bus
Holy women:
abbr.
Scan word

Quote of the Day

GIVE MEA

I HAD NO
BABYMWE.

.%

" Aclosed mouth gathers IU)

foot."

-- Dann Berkowitz
.

"Somethingbigs golng down.rlr .. W r e heading
your way now"

.lason Dickstein

I/

